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NEW ECHINODERMS FROM THE MAQUO-
KETA BEDS OF FAYETTE 
COUNTY, lOW A 
The specimens on which this second paperl on the paleon~ 
tology of the Maquoketa Beds of Iowa is based, are taken' 
from · four collections, viz.: The Field Museum of N atural His~ 
tory of Chicago,' The State University of Iowa, Walker Mu-
seum of The University of Chicago and the private collection 
of Mr. A. G. Becker of Clermont, Iowa, part of -whose collec-
tion is now on deposit at Walker Musemn. Part of the Field 
Museum specimens and nearly all of the Walker Museum speci-
mens were donated by Mr. Becker. The balance of the Field 
Museum specim.ens and all of the University of Iowa speci-
mens were collected by Mr. Slocom. 
It was originally intended to have two papers on the Echino-
derms, one on the Crinoids by Mr. Slocom followed by one on 
the Cystoids by Doctor Foerste, but as the work of, prepara-
tion progressed it was found very desirable to have the bene-
fit of Doctor Foerste's kn~wledge ot certain genera of the cri-
noids, so at the request of Mr. Slocom, he agreed to take, be-
sides the cystoids, two genera of crinoids. On account of this 
change, it was thought best to combine the two, papers as parts 
. one ~nd two of a paper .on ~'The Echinoderms." An unpub-
lished descriptio~ of a Pleurocystites from . this ' horizon and 
locality, by IDrich and Kirk, is included in pa:rt two. 
1 The first paper is on the Trilobites, Field Mus. N. R ., Gool. series, 1913, vol. 4, pp. 
43·83 and republished with slight revision, Iowa Geol. Survey, 1915, vol. XXV, pp. '187-237. 
, I 
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PART ONE 
BY ARTHUR WARE SLOCOM · 
Classification and Terminology 
. . The classification of the · Crinoids prepared by Mr. Frank 
Springer and given in the revised English edition of Zittel '8 
Textbook of Palreontology, 1913, is followed in this · pap~r, and 
for definitions of the various orders and families, the reader is 
. referred to that work. The tenninology may , be stated as 
follows: 
Crinoid: A normal crinoid cqnsists of a crown attached by 
its base to a stem or column, which is fixed to a solid body by 
a rootlike attachment. 
Test or theca: The outer sheil, composed Qf plates united 
by more or less close sutures. 
Stereom: . The shell structure or the material of which the 
test is composed, usually calcium carbonate. 
Crown: All of the crinoid above the stem. It includes the 
calyx and the arms. 
Calyx: The body of the crinoid without the free ·arms or 
stem. It includes the dorsal cup arid ventral disc or tegmen, 
and within it are enclosed the more important organs· of the 
body. . . 
. Dorsal CUIp: That ;part of the -calyx below the point of at- , 
tachment of · the free arms. It is usually more or less cup-
shaped and is composed of two or more rows of plates having 
a more or less complete. ·pentamerous symmetry; . 
·Ventral Disc, . Tegmen, Dome, etc;: That part of the calyx 
above the point of attachment of the free · arms. It is made 
up of plates .more or less regularly arranged and contains the 
mouth and usually the anal opening. 
Ba·se : That part of the dorsal cup lying between the radial 
plates and the stem. It consists of a single row of plates, the 
basals, in a monocyclic base, and of two rows of plates, the 
basals and infrabasals, in a dicyclic base. 
Rays or Brachials: The series of plates which rest upon the 
basals and extend up to ana form the arms. . The first plate 
, . 
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is always a ;part of the dorsal cup, the others mayor may not 
be a part of the cup. There are five of these, rays, except in 
the Zophocrinidae, and they are designated as follows: (Figs. 
55 and' 56) (1) right posterior ray, (2) right anterior ray, (3) 
anterior ray, (4) left anterior ray, and (5) left posterior ray. 
Interbrachial 'areas (iBr2): The plates in camerate crinoids 
situated between the rays. 
FIG. 55. • Diagram of a ;Monocyclic Camerate Crinoid. 
3 
FIG. 56. Diagram of a 
Dicyclic Crinoid. 
Anal, azygous or posterior in'terradius Xaa: The area sit-
,uated between the tight and left rays and leading :UP to , the 
anal opening. 
Ba'sals, (B): The circle of plates directly below the radials 
and alternating Witli them. ' In a monocyclic base they join the 
column. 
Infrabasals (IB): The first row of pla~es in a dicyclic base. ' 
They separate the basals from the column and are radial iIi 
position: 
Radials (R): The first plate of each ray, usually resting 
on the basals. In some families part of the radials are divided 
horizontally. The 'parts of these plates are called superradi-
2The letters in parentheses refer to those of figures 55 and 56. 
· . 
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(ds (Rs) and inferradials (Ri) respectively. (Fig. 58, p . . 337.) 
Primibrachs or Costals (IBr): Those plates of each ray ex-
tending from the radials, on which they rest, up to the first 
bif~cation. ' . 
Secwndibrachs or Distichals (IIBr): All plates of each ray 
between the first and second bifurcations. 
Tertibr.achs or Palmers (IIIBr): All plates of each ray be-
tween the second and third bifurcations. 
Intersec'Wndibrachs (ID): Any plates situated between the 
secundibrachs. 
Anal plate (X): First plate of the anal' iriterradius. It 
often rests upon the, posterior basal and is in line with the ra-
dials or nearly . so. . . 
Radianal (RA): A plate resting within the angle formed by 
two basals and below -the right posterior radial plate. It joins 
the anal plate on the left and occupies the 'position of an in-
ferradial. 
Interbr:achials (iBr): Any plates of the interbrachial areas. 
Pinnules or armlets : Small jointed appendages which are 
given off ' alternately from opposite sides of the arms and us-
ually are similar to the arms in appearance. 
Stem or Column: The ' jointed appendages which connect 
the crown of a crinoid with the attachment base. It is com-
posed of segments or columnals which are pierced by an axil-
lary canal through which passes the ligament which holds the 
stem together. When speaking of the form of a stem, the 
transverse ' section is meant. 
Brachioles : Food grooves on the ventral surface, leading to 
the mouth. 
Distal: Farthest from the stem. 
Proximal: Nearest to the stem. 
Lateral: Pertaining to the side. 
Archetype: The original form from which a class of related 
forms in plants or anin1als may qe supposed to have descended. 
Genotype: The specjes upon which a genus is based!. 
Prima'fY types : All the specimens used by the author of a 
species for the description or figures. 
a) Cotypes: All the specimens described or figured by the 
author of a species, provided no holotype is selected. 
'1 
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b) Ho~otype: The one of the types chosen and indicated by 
the author . . 
c) Allotype: A. specimen selected by the author and illus~ 
trating another part of the organism from the holotype. 
d) Paratypes: All specimens, other than the holotype 01' 
allotype, used in the descr.iption. 
S~ltpplementary or Hypotypes: Specimens described or fig-
ured after the original description to complete or correCt it. 
a) Plesiotype: A specimen from any locality used for a re~ 
. description or refiguring of the species. 
b) M etatype : A specimen from the type locality and horizon 
and identified by .the author . . 
c) Plastotype: An artificial cast or r~plica of a type. 
Authors differ widely in the use of the terms "mold," 
"cast" and impression," but as · used in this paper they may 
be defined as follows: . 
N atrwral mold: A cavity in the rock, or matrix, formed by 
natural causes, around an organism while the rock was plas-
tic; The external form of the organism is thus preserved. 
Nat~ltral cast·: The rock filling of the internal or visceral 
cavity of an organism, . the shell of the organism having served 
as .a mold. In many cases the shell . is afterwards dissolved 
'out, leaving the mold and cast in position. In such cases th~ 
space between the two indicates the thicklless of the shell. 
Impression: An artificial cast, made in a natural mold, 
which shows the external features of the . organism. Many 
kinds of materials have been used for making impressions; 
among them may be mentioned plaster, dental wax, printing 
roller composition and vulcanized rubber. The methods of 
making impressions from the two latter substances have been 
previously described by the writer.s 
Descriptions of Genera andSpecieil 
Family RHODOCRINIDAE Roemer. 
When this family was _proposed .by Roemer thedistinguish~ 
iIJ.g characters given were ·those of Rhodocrinus, the only genus 
then referred to the family. Some, of these characters are of 
generic rather than of family importance and the description 
has since been somewhat modified. 
SScience 1907, N. S. voL XXV, p. 591. 
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The last discussion of the family, so far as is . known to the 
writer, . ~as that of 'W~chsmuth and Springer in 1894, but not 
published unti11897, at which time only ten Ordovician spe-
cies, belonging to four .genera, · w:ere recognized; of these . Rho-
docrinus asperatus Billings (now Deocrinus asperatus) had 
been for nearly forty years the ' only ·member of this family re-
ported from an horizon lower than the Trenton. In Decem-
ber, 1894, Miller and Gurley described three species of Arch-
. a'e0 crinus, viz : A. peculiaris, A. asperatus and A. parvus, and 
in the following year, A. knoxensis. All these except A. pe-
culiaris belong to the genus Diabolocrinus and are here so re-
ferred!. In 1907 Hudson proppsed Deocrinus· and H ercocrinUs; 
the former to receive. Rhodoorinus asperatus Billings and the 
latter to receive three new species. In 1916 Weller described 
Atactocriinus wilmingtonensis, gen. et sp. nov., which made, 
with those described in this paper, a total of twenty-one Ordo-
vician species, divided among seven genera. More than half 
of these species are of Chazyan age. . 
. The following is a· complete bibliography of the Ordovician 
species and the table gives their vertical distribution. 
Archaeocrinus ¥ delicatulus Hudson .. . 
A. delicatulus Hudson, Bull. New York State MilS., 107, 
p .. 129; f. 8, 1907. . Chazyan' 
Archaeocrinus desideratus W. R. ·Billings . 
.Al desideratus W. R. B., Trans. Ottawa Field Nat. Club, 
2, p. 249, 1885; VV. and Sp., Mem. Mus. Compo ZooL 
Harvard, . 20, p. 257, pl. 10, f. 4 a, b, 1897; Bather, 
TreatiRe on ZooL; pt. 3, p. 200, f. 125, 1900. Trenton. 
Archaeocrinus lacunosus (Billings) . . 
Glyptocrinus lacunosus BilL, Geol. Surv. Canada, Rep. 
Prog. 1853-1856, p. 261, 1857; idem, Decade 4, p~ 61, pI. 
. 8, figs. · 3a-3e, 1859. . . ' .. 
A. laC'lIDosus W. and Sp., Proc. Acad .. Nat. SCl. IPhiladel-
phia, 1881, p. 364; Mem. Mus. Compo Zool. Harvard. 20 
p. 255, pl. 10, fig; 1, 1897; Springer, Mlem. GeoL Surv. 
Canada, 15P, p. 11, 1911. . Trenton. 
Archaeocrinus microbasilis (Billings). . . . 
Thysanocrinus (Rhodocrinus) microbasilis Bill., GeoL 
Surv. Canada, Rep,. Prog. f01: 1853-1856, p. 264, 1857. 
Rhodocrinus microbasilis Bill., Geol. Surv. Canada, Decade 
. 4, p. 63, 'Pl. 6. fig. 2, 1859. . 
A. microbasilis W. and Sp., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel-
phia,p. 364, 1881, Mem. Mus. Compo ZooL Harvard, 
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20, - p. 256, pI. 10, figs. 2a - c, 1897; Springer, Mem. 
Geol. Surv. Canada, 15P, p. 11, 1911. . Trenton. 
Archaeocrinus obconicus Slocom. . 
A. obconicus sp. nov. This paper: Maquoketa. 
Archaeocrinus peculiaris Miller and Gurley. 
A. peculiaris M. and G., Bull. illinois St. Mus. ~ at. Rist., 5, 
p. 17, pI,. 2, figs. 1-3, 1894; ' Miller. North American 
Geol. Pal., 2d. App., p. 734, lfigs. 1209-1300, 1897. 
Chazyan. 
Archaeocrinu.s pyriforInis (Billings). ) 
Thysanocrinus (Rhbdocrinus) pyriforInis Bill., GeoI. Surv. 
Canada, Rep. Prog. for 1853-1856, p. '262, 1857. 
Rhodocrinus pyriformis Bill., Geol. Surv. Canada, Decade 
4, p. 61, pI. 6, figs. 1a - 'd, 1859 . . . 
A. pyriformis W. and Sp., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel-
phia, 1881, p. 364; Mem. Mus. Compo ZooL Rarvard; 
20, p. 255, pI. 10, figs. 3a-b, 1897; ;Grabau and Shimer, 
North American Inde~ Fossils, 2, p. 550, 1910; Spring-
er, Mem. Geol. Surv. Canada, 15P, p. 11, 1911. 
. . Trenton. 
Atactocrinus wilIningtonensis Weller. 
A. wilmingtonensis Weller, Contrib. Walker Mus., Univ. 
of Chicago, .vol. 1, No. 10, 'p. 239, pL 15, figs. 1-10, 1916. 
. Richmond. 
Deocrinus asperatus (Billings). . 
Rhodocrinus asperatus Bill., Geol. Surv. Canada, Dec. 4, 
p. 27, pl. 1, figs. 4a - 4e, 1859. 
Archaeocrinus asperatus W. and Sp., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Philadelphia, 1886, p. 301. .' 
Deocrinus asperatus Rudson,Bull. New York St. Mus. 107, 
p. 122, fig. 5, pl. 8, 1907. Chazyan. 
Diabolocrinus asperatus (Miller and Gurley). 
Arcliaeocrinus asperatus M. and G., BUll. illinois St. Mus. 
Nat. Rist. 5, p. ~9,pl. 2, figs. 7-9, 1894;, Miller, 2d. 
. App., North American Geol.. Pal., · p. 734, fig. 1296, . 
1297, 1897. 
D. hieroglyphieus W. and Sp., Mem. Mus. Compo Zool. 20, 
p. 252, pI. 10, figs. 5a-c, 1897. " Chazyan. 
Diabolocrinus knoxensis (Miller and Gurley). . 
I Archaeocrinus knoxensis M. and G., Bull. Illinois St. Mus. 
Nat. Rist. 6, p. 34, pI. 3, figs. 12~15, 1895.-
Diabolocrinus parvus (Miller and Gurley). 
Archaeocrinus parvus M. and G., Bull. Dlinois St. Mus. Nat . . 
Rist. 5, p~ 21, pI. 2, figs. 26~28, 1894; Miller, North 
. American Geo,l. Pal., 2d. App. p. 734, fig. 1298, 1897. 
. . Chazyan. 
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Diabolocrinus perplexus Wachsmuth and Springer. 
D. perplexus W. and Sp., Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard, 
20, p. 250~ pI. 11, figs, la, b, 1897. Chazyan. 
Diabolocrinus vesperalis (White). 
Rhodocrinus vesperalis White, Proc. U. S. Nat,. Mus., 2, 
p. 259, pI. 1, figs. 11, 12, 1880; 12th Ann. Rpt. U. S. 
Geol. Surv. Terr., p. 129, pl.,35, figs. 4a~b, 1883. 
D. vesperalis W. and Sp., Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard, 
20, pp. 251, 262,. pI. 11, figs. 1c-d, 1897; Wood, Bull. U. 
, S. Nat. Mus., 64, .p. 104, 1909. 
Gilbertsocrinus americanus Troost, Proc. Am. Asso. Adv. 
Sci. 2, p. 61, 1850 (nom.. nud.). ' ' 
Lyriocrinus sculptilus Miller. (not Hall), Jour Cin. Soc. 
, Nat. Hist. 5, p. 83, pI. 3, figs. 6a, b, p. 117, 1882. 
Archaeocrinus sCulptus W. and Sp., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Philadelphia, 1885, p. 320. Miller, North American' 
Geol. Bal., p. 225, fig. 250, 1889. Chazyan. 
Hercocrinus bee cheri Hudson. 
Lyriocrinlis beecheri Hudson, Bull. New York St. Mus. 80, 
p. 277, figs. 4, 5, pI. 3, figs. 1-4, 1905. 
H. beecheri Hudson, Bull. New York St. Mus. ' 107, p. 127, 
1907; Chazyan. 
Hercocrinus elegans Hudson'. , 
H. elegans Hudson, Bull. New York St. Mus. 107, p. 125, ' 
pI. 9, text fig. 6, 1907; Grabau and 'Shimer, North 
American, Index F,ossils, 2, p. 549, 1910. Chazyan. 
Hercocrinus ornatus Hudson. ' 
H. ornatus Hudson, BulL New York St. Mus. 107, p. 127, 
pI. 10, text fig. 7, 1907; Grabau and Shimer, North 
American Index Foss. 2, p. 549, 1910. Chazyan. 
Maquoketocrinus ornatus Sloe om. 
, M. ornatus sp. nov. This paper. ' Maquoketa. 
Raphanocrinus gemmeus Hudson. 
R. gemmeus Hudson, Bull. New York St. Mus. 80, p. 280, 
,fig. 6, pI. 2, figs: 1-5, 1905. Chazyan. 
Raphanocrinus sculptus (Miller). 
Glyptocrinus: sCulptus Miller, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. 
Hist. 5, p. ' 37, pI. 1, fig. 2, 1882; idem, 6, p. 224, 1883; ' 
James, idem, 19, p. 116, 1897. 
R. sculptus W. and Sp., Mem. Mus. Compo ZooL Harvard, 
20. p. 260. pI. 10, fig. 3, 1897. Richmond. 
Raphanocrinus subnodosus (Walcott) . . 
Glyptocrinus f subnodosus Walcott, 35th. Re'pt. New York 
St. Mus., p. 208, pI. 17, fig. 3, 188'3; Miller, Jour; Cin-
, cinnati Soc.' Nat. Hist: 6, p. 227, 1883. . 
R. subnodosus W. and Sp., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel. 
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phia,p. 321, 1885 ~ Mem. Mus. Co.mp. Zo.o.I. Harvard, 
20, p. '259, pI. 11, fig. 2, 1897. ' Trenton. 
CHAZYAN TRENTON EDEN ANn .RICHMOND TOTAL 
MAYSVILLE MAQUOKETA 
Archaeocrinus 2 4 1 7 
Atactocrinus 1 1 
Deocrinus 1 1 
Diabolocrinus 5 5 
Hercocrinus 3 3 
Maquoketocrinus ·1 1 
Raphanocrinu,s 1 1 1 3 
Total 12 5 4· 21 
Lack o.f representatio.n in the Eden or Maysville· is signifi-
cant. Altho.ugh, o.f co.urse, no. o.ne wo.uld care to. predict that 
no. species referrable to. this family will ever be ~o.und in these 
beds, there is reaso.n to. believe that in many Richmo.nd fo.rms 
the line of descent fro.m the Trento.n is no.t thro.ugh the Mays-
ville. Mrs. McEwan4 finds this recurrence o.f Trenton fo.rms in 
the Richmond also. to. be well illustrated in the ~latystrophias. 
The family may be defined as follo.ws: 
Dicyclic crino.ids with lower brachials and interbrachials 
fo.rming an impo.rtant part of the do.rsal cup. Radifils sepa-
rated all aro.und by interbrachials. Infrabasals: five; basals 
five. Anal area' slightly and in many cases no.t at all different 
, fro.m tho.se o.f the oUl.er interrays. . 
ANALYSIS OF ORDOVICIAN GENERA OF THE RHODOORIIDDAE 
I. Anal interradius generally with additio.nal plates. 
1. Arms biserial, branching. 
A. First interbrachial surro.unded by supplemen-
tary plates. . 
a. Interbrachials not continuo.us o.nto. the 
tegmen; secundibrachs pinnulate, 
some o.f the pinnules inco.rpo.rated in ' 
the do.rsal cup. 
Tegmen composed o.f numero.us small _ 
plates fo.rming a basin, with margins 
at the arm bases; a central mound 
contains the anus; first secundibrachs 
bear a large pinnule which meets its 
neighbo.r o.ver the interbrachials; jn-
terbrachial areas not unifo.rm; anal 
4Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 56, pp. 383-448 . 
• 
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area not clearly distinguishable ........... . 
................................................ Hercocrinus 
Anus sub central at the end of a tube; 
anal interradius' differing but little 
from' the others; interseeundibrachs 
present .............................. ~ ....... Deocrinus 
b. Interbrachials continuous onto the teg-
men; anus at the end of a tube; no in-
, tersecundibrachs ............ Diabolocrinus 
B. First interbrachials not surrounded by supple-
mentary plates; antis without a tube; inter-
brachials numerous, continuous onto the 
tegrilen; jnterseClmdibrachs usually present 
.................. -' .... : .............................. Archaeocrinus 
2. Arms uniserial, not branching .............. Raphanocrinus 
Anal interradius without additional plates, pentamerous 
symmetry not interrupted. 
a. Secundibrachs not incorporated in the dorsal cup; 
interbrachials continuo-q,s onto the teginen ........... . 
....... : .........................•... : ...•................. = .. Maquoketo!CI'inus 
b. , Basals, radials and first interbrachials about equal; 
right and left anterior interbrachials riot in con-
, tact with th~ basals .................................. Atactocrinus 
G~nus .A.RCHAEOCRINUS Wachsmuth and Springer. 
ARCHAEOCRINUS OBCONICUS sp. nov., Plate XXIX, figs. 10-13. 
Type Specimens Nos. P.17106 and P.11265 Field Museum, 
Chicago. . 
,, ' The calyx is obconical or subovate, slightly constricted at the 
arm-bases, greatest width at the height of ' the second primi-
brachs, which is about equal to its length. Base dicyclic vlith 
a pentalobate canal. The surface of the plates is coV'ered with 
rather indistinct, crowded, parallel, raised striae. On the , in.: 
, frabasals the striae are parallel to the lateral edg'e:> of the 
plates'; on the basals, radials, interbrachials, etc'., they ar~ at 
right angles to the sutures and divide the surface into more or 
less regUlar rhombs whose shorter axes , are' the lengths of the 
various edges of the plates and whose longer axes connect the 
centers of the' adjoining plates. Sutures very , inconspicuous. 
Aside from the striae, there are five rat4er broad, ill-defined 
ridges which originate at the columnar facet, follow the sutures 
between the 'infrabasals and extend across the basal plates, 
forming an obtusely pentagonal base. The surface of the nat-
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ural cast indicates that the inner surfac~ ' of the plates bore ' 
many irregularly placed nodes and that the median line of 
each ray was marked by a rather wide groove, but no indica-
tion of either the nodes or the grooves is visible on the outer 
surface, of the plates. 
Infrabasals five, equal, higher than wide. Basals five, hep-
tagonal, truncated above at their meeting with the first inter-
brachials. The basals are the largest plates in the ' calyx and 
with the infrabasals form a cup having a width about twice its 
height Radials five, pentagonal, except the left posterio-lat-
eral, which is hexagonal, having' one side in contact with the 
second row of plates 'in the anal interradius, pointed below. 
First primibrachs hexagonal, about ,the size of the radials. 
Se'cond or axial primibrachs about ' half the size of the first, 
heptagonal, bearing on their superior edges the secundibrachs, 
only the first pair of which are preserved in the type specimen 
but, as these give no evidence of arm-facets, there probably 
were others separated by intersecundibrachs. First interbrach-
ials heptagonal, somewhat larger than the radials, in contact 
with the basals, thus separating the radials from each other, 
followed by two plates in the second row and three each in the 
third and fourth rows. The anal area is wider than the other 
interbrachial areas; the anal plate is followed by three plates 
in the second row. 'The upper part of the anal area is missing 
in this specimen. 
MeasurementS : 
Holotype: Diameter on anterior axis 
Diameter on lateral IIJds 
Diameter at top of basals , 
Height to top of axillary primibrach 
Height to top of basals 
. Allotype: Diameter at top of bl\sals 
Height to top of basals 
Estimated measurements of a complete caly:1t: 
Diameter on anterior axis 
Height over all 
21.0 mID. 
i8.0 =. 
15.2 inm. 
· 21.6 rum. 
7.1 mm. 
17.1 =. 
8.6 nim.. 
23.0 =. 
24.0 mm. 
This species resembles A. pyriformis (Bill.), from the Tren-
ton of Canada, in having the infrabasals visible in a side view 
of the calyx Instead of being situated in a concave base, as in 
other species. .It diffe:r:s from A. pyriformis in having ,two 
pairs of secundibrachs in each ray instead of six pairs, in the 
orn:pnentation and the relative size of the various plates. ' 
I 
, '. 
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The ,holotype is a ' nearly complete natural cast in ' chert (P. 
17106) on which the sutures are 'well marked; the allotype (P. 
1i1265) has the following plates preserved: the infrabasals, 
the basals, two radials and an interbrachial. ' Both specimens 
are in the collections of the Field Museum of Natural History. 
The former was donated by Mr. A. G. Becker and- the latter 
was collected by the writer. , 
Horizon and locali.ty.-Lower Maquoketa beds at Clerm;ont. 
Genus MAQUOKETOCR~NUS gen. nov. 
Base dicyclic. Pentamerous symmetry complete; amil area 
not distinguishable from the other interbrachial areas. In- -
frabasals five. Basals ' heptagonal, 
• ~~IH a truncated above where' they join the 
lB. " first interbrachials thus sepa:rating 
R ~ the radials from each other. Radials ~~: 18. pentagon~l, pointed below. Primi-~~ ~ brachs two in each ray, the second or ~,\t'>~' ,R) B~:~B . , , 8, r ',8' axillary plate having arm-facets on its distal edges. Secundibrachs not in-
corporated ,in ' the dbrsal cup. Col-
umn, judging from the columnar 
FIG. 57. Diagram of Maquoketocrinu8 facet, round with a pentagonal canal. 
This genus belongs to the, group of the Rhodo~rinidae hav-
ing no extra plates in the anal area~ , The group. includes , the 
.American genus Lyriocrinus, from the Silurian, and the Eur-
opean genera Anthemocrinus from the Silurian and Rhipido-
crinus from the Eifel. This genus is distinguished from the 
. other memb'ers of the group by 'the absence ofsecundibrachs 
in the dorsal cup. . ' , 
MAQUOKETOCRINUS ORNATUS sp. n·ov., Plate xxx, figs. 12, 13. 
Type' specimen No.P. , 16840 Field Museum, Chicago. 
The 'calyx is cup-shaped,height equal to its diameter at arm-
bases, having ' a flat base with sides expanding at first abruptly 
and then gently to the arm-bases. Base d!icyclic. Pentamerous 
symmetry complete, anal area not distinguishable from the 
other interbrachial areas. The plates of the dorsal cup are 
slightly convex and are ornamented with raised lines usually 
radiating from a central 'node and meeting the sutures at right 
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angles, where they join simila1,' lines from adjoining plates; 
many of these lines become obsolete before reaching the cen-
tral nodes. Besides these radiating lines there are ridges com-
posed of two or more parallel, raised lines which originate at a 
point a little below th~ center of each basal plate and extend 
laterally until they meet the ridges from the adjoiliing basals, 
thus forming a transverse ridge subparallel to the proximal 
edges of the basal plates. Two similar ridges extend obliquely 
from these subcentral point~ to the . centers of the adjoining 
radials where they unite with ridges from another basal and 
continue along each ray, becoming more .prominent until, at the 
distal edges of the axillary primibrachs,. they form a pro-
nounced protuberance . :which. bears the arm-facets. Sutures 
indistinct. 
Infraba.sals five, equaJ, about half of their length extending 
beyond ' the column. Together they form a flat pentagonal 
. disc, with a slight concavity for the reception of the stem. Ba-
sals . five, equal, a ' trifle . smaller than ' the radials, . heptagonal, 
with their distal edges t:runcate~ where they jo:m the. first in-
terbrachials. Radials five,. equal, pentagonal, apout equal in 
.size to the first mterbrachials .. Primibrachs two to each ray; 
the first hexagonal, .nearly as la~ge as the radials; the second 
an, axillary plate, pentagonal, higher than wide, . bearing on its ' 
superior · edges 9blique facets for the attachment of the free 
arms. . Secimdibra.chs not incorporated in the dorsal ciIp. 
First interbrachials about ~qual in size to the radials, resting 
on the basals, thus separating the . radials from each other, :· 
follow~d by two ·. smaller plates in the second row and others 
in the third row, which appear to connect with the ' plates. of 
the tegmen. Column,. judging from the columnar facet on the 
infrabasals,. round with a pentagonal canal. . . 
The above description is based on a single' speci:rp.en, the 
holotype, (P. 16840) in the collections of the Field Museum of 
-Natural History, a nearly complete dorsal cup having the 
arms, tegmen and stem missing. 
H o'rizo1J and locality.---Lower Maquoketa shal~, Clermont. 
Collected and donated by Mr. A. G. Becker. 
\ 
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I 
Famiiy CYATHOCRINIDAE 
Subfamily . CARABOCRININAE 
Genus POROCRINUS Billings 
"Generic Characters.-Cup composed of three series of 
plates, with one or more small intetraQ.ials on one side and 
with a nuInber of poriferous areas s~ilar to pectinated 
. rhombs of the Cystidea . . 
"In this genus there · are five pelvic plates, five subradials, 
and five fir.st primary radjals alternating with each other, as in 
Poteriocrinus, Cyathocrinus and other allied genera. The 
principal new character upon which the genus is founded con-
sists in the pr.esence of poriferous areas." . (Billings~ . Geol. 
Surv. Canada, Rpt. Prog., 1853-56,p. 279, 1857.) 
In his discussion of P. conicus, ,Billings refers to the pori-
ferOlls areas as 'probably having the same function as pecti-
nated rhombs although differing in form and position on the 
plate. He says the pores consist of fine elongate parallel slits, 
which appear to penetrate the plates. . 
Zittel considered the so-called poriferous areas to be pecti-
nated 'rhombs and referred the genus to the cystidean family 
Cryptocrinidae. (Handb. Pal., I, p. 420, 1879.) 
BatheT recognized that the angles of the plates consisted of 
series of folds and not of openings through the plates. He 
considered Porocrinus, to be a dicyclic, lnadUI).ate crinoid and 
placed it in the family Palreocrinidae. (Treatise ' on Zoology, 
pt. III, 'p. 172, 1900.) 
Springer places Porocrinus in the subfamily Carabocrininae 
of his Inadunata Fistulata. (Zittel-Eastman Textb. Pal., p. 
217, 1913.) " 
The generic characters, as now understood, may be stated 
as follows: Calyx obconical to globular; basedicyelic; column 
composed: of thin segments rapidly decreasing in size ' from 
the calyx. Infrabasals five; hasals five; ' radials five with nar-
row, well defined facets; arms uniserial, not branched; axial 
canal not separate from the ventral groove; anal plate in line 
with the radi~ls; radianal rhomboidal, not separating the right 
posterior r:;tdial from the right posterior lateral basal. Teg-
men composed of five rather thick orals, the posterior one a 
. madreporite, which support the ambulacra on their adjacent 
. ' 
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edges and ~urround the pentagonal peristome; anal opening 
situated between the anal, pqsterior. oral and the superior lat-
eral edges · of the posterior radials, no anal tube. Deep . folds 
. lie at the angles of the plates airected towards ·the angles . and 
not passing at right angles across the sutures nor forming 
openings tJ;ITough the plates. (See PI. XXX, fig. 14.) 
POROCRINUS FAYETTENSIS sp. nov., Plate XXIX, figs. 14-22;' PI. 
XXX, fig. 14 . 
. The type material upon ,which this species is based consists 
of five complete calyces free from the matrix·, one calyx at~ 
tached to the matrix and having parts ·of an arm and stem in 
position, a complete natural cast, two pieces of stem, and, a 
number, . of s-epaTate plates; of these, the holotype (U. C. 
24700), is in the collection's of Walker Museum, of . the Univer-
sity of· Chicago; three calyces (P.1l262, 16935, 17000), a nat-
·ural cast (P.16841) and stem~ (P.11135) are in the collec-
tions of the Field M useu;m of Natural History; two calyces 
(Nos. 3694, 3695) are in 'the collections of the State University 
of Iowa. 
The calyx is subglobular, aside from the ornamentation. 
The plates of the dorsal cup, above the infrabasals, are · orna-
mented. with central nodes ,from which rounded ridges extend 
to the middle of. ~ach edge of the ·plate and join the ridges 
froID thp adjoining plates. On the infrabasals, the ridges 
cross the plates, forming the edges of the columnar facets, then 
follow the sutures upward joining the ridges on the basals. 
The angles of the plates are made up of series of folds; the· 
middle fold bispcts the angle of tIle plate and the, other::; are 
paranel to it. Sutures not sHuated in grooves; surface of 
plates finely granular. Arms five, not branched. Column· ob-
tusely pentagonal, diminishing rapidly in size from. the calyx:; 
segments thin, crenulated' · on their superior edges; · canal 
roundly pentalobate (fig. 22). The natural cast is in the form 
of an elongate spheroid slightly flattened laterally. The im-
pressions of the folded areas at the corners of the plates, the 
sutures, and the openings through the ventral disc are well pre-~ 
served. , 
Infrabasals five, about equal in length and width, forming a 
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shallow cup. Basals five, the two posterior ones · heptagonal, 
the others hexagonal, about equal in size to the radials. Ra-
dials five, the anterior and two anterio-laterals he'Jtago,nal, the 
two posterio-laterals heptagonal; arm-facets elliptical, occupy-
. ing not more than one-fourth the width of the' radials. Radia-
nal quadrangular, resting on the edges of two basals and sup-
porting on its superior edges the right posterior radial and the 
anal plate. ' Anal plate pentagonal, resting on the posterior ba-
sal and the radianal, between the two posterior radials. Anal 
opening in line with the arm-bases ,and bordered by the thick-
ened, excavated edges of the two posterior radials, the poster-
ior oral and the anal plate: ,N 0 anal tube. The tegmen is 
covered by five thick or'als which support the ambulacrals and . 
surround the petistome, which appears to be somewhat -smaller 
than the anal ' opening. 'rhe posterior or.al is a inadreporite, 
being pierced by a hydropore. ' 
Measurements.-As aU the specimens observed have the lat-
eral diameter of the calyx shorter than the anterior, it would 
seem to be the natural form of the calyx. Most of the speci-
mens are complete and show no evidence of being crushed . 
• 
HEIGHT ANTERIOR DIAMETER LATERAL DIAMETER 
The holotype 9,8 =. 9.4 =. 8.4 =. 
The cast 8.5 =. 7.9 ,=. 7.5 =. ' 
Single plates belonging to this species were' found which are 
nearly twice the size of the corresponding plates on the types. 
In form and general appearance this species somewhat re-
sembles P. pentag,onis W. & M. but the basal plates are smaller 
in proportion to the radials, the calyx is rounder at the base 
and tne stem is pentagonal instead of round,as In ' that species . . 
. P. crassus ¥. & W., reported from the Maquoketa beds of Il-
linois, possesses little resemblance to this species; the sutures 
are situated in .grooves, the folded areas are sunken and the 
calyx is much more robust .. 
Hori.zon and locality.~Lower 'Maquoketa shale, Clermont 
and Bloomfield. 
,.!p Family DENDRDCRINIDAE Bather 
Genus DENDROCRINUS Hall 
Calyx obconical, unsymmetricaL Infrabasals five, equal, ex-
tending beyond the column. Basals five, large; four, hexa-
I 
I 
I 
I ' 
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go.nal, and equal iIi. size, the po.sterio.r o.ne heptago.nal, trun-
cated by the anal plate. . Radials five; simple in fo.ur rays, 
abo.ut equ~l in size, the right po.sterio.r o.ne much smaller; Repa-
rated from ' the basals by the radianal. Anal plate large, in 
line with the radials. Arms lo.ng and branching; ambulacral 
furro.ws deep; no. pinnules. Ventral sac stro.ngly develo.ped, 
co.mpo.sed o.f 'numero.us small, hexago.nal, alternately interlo.ck- . 
ing plates o.f abo.ut equal size. Co.lumn usml11y pentago.nal. 
DENDRo.CRINUS KAYI sp~ no.v., Plate XXIX, figs. 1-4. 
Calyx irregularly o.bpyramidal, increasing abruptly in size 
fro.ll! the co.lumnar facet to. the middle o.f the basals where it 
is pentangular in transverse sectio.n, while the transverse sec-
tio.n at the arm bases is hexangular, the angles being furnished 
by the five arm bases and the anal ridge. Anal area very wide, 
the distance between the po.sterio.r arms being mo.re than twice 
that between any o.ther two. adjacent arms; this makes the an-
terio.r-po.sterio.r diameter o.f the calyx much less than the lat-
eral diameter; height so.mewhat less than the lo.nger diameter 
at the arm bases. The calyx is o.rnamented by several series 
o.f ridges, the mo.st pro.minent o.f which originate at the co.l-
umnar facet and fo.llo.w . the directio.n o.f the sutures between 
thfl infrabasals upward to. a po.int near the middle o.f the ba-
sals whe~e they bifurcate, fo.rming a no.de, and extend o.bliquely 
upward acro.ss the radials . to. the arm bases where they meet 
ridges fro.m the adjo.ining basals, except in the rightpo.sterio.r 
ray where these ridges jo.in .o.n the radianal plate and cDntinue 
.acro.ss. the radial to. the arm ,base. TheseriQges are co.ntinua- . 
tio.ns o.f , angles o.f the co.lumn and are mo.st pro.minent. at the 
base. ' Ano.ther series co.nsists Df two. o.r three threaq.like paral-
lel ridge~ which extend transver~ely between the basal no.des. 
These with the o.ther series divide the surface; o.f the calyx into. 
a number o.f mo.re o.r les's co.ncave tri~ngles; three rather . in-
distinct ridges extend inward fro.m. the angles and meet at the 
center o.f these triangles, which is ·also. the· meeting-place o.f the 
sutures between the plates. SiX parallel ridges co.nnect the 
arm bases .near the tops o.f the radials but these ridges do. ·no.t 
Cro.RS the azygo.us area; o.n the azygo.us area a pro.minent ridge 
extends upward fro.m the no.de o.n the po.sterio.r basal acro.ss 
the anal plates up o.n to. the ventral sac. 'Height o.f the ' calyx 
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at the anterior ray 11.0 mm.; anterior-posterior diameter at ' 
arm bases 9.1 mm.; lateral diameter 12.5' mm: 
Infrabasalsfive, eqllcal, pentagonal. Basals five; four hexa-
gonal, about the size of the radials, the posterior basal hepta-
gonal, truncated distally by the anal plate and the largest plate 
in the calyx. , Radials five; three hexagonal, ' two pentagonal; 
, right posterior radial smaller than the others, being truncated , 
proximally by the radianal plate. Together with the left pos- , 
terior radial it supports the ventral sac. Arm , facets promi~ 
nent, occupying less than half the width of the radials. Arms 
uniserial, branching, primibrachs three to five in each ray; se-
cundibrachs -six to eight pairs'; tertibrachs present but number 
unknown; no pinnules. J!'irst anal plate hexagonal, about twice 
as ' wide as. 'high, resting ' on 'the posterior basal and between 
the two posterior radials; from whose superior edges rise the 
plates of the ventral sac. Hadianal pentangular; resting on the 
superior edges of the posterior and right posterior basals and 
supportini the right ,posterior radial which it separates from 
the , basals. Ventral sac transversely elliptical in section, 
plates small, hexagonal, width several , times their height, 
grouped in a number of alternately interlpcking vertical series; 
surface ornar.nented with well' defined longitudinal ridges pass-
ing along the middle of each series of plates. . These ridges are 
connected by fine threadlike oblique ridges so placed as to give 
a zigzag ,appearance. Length of ventral sac unknown, the 
portion preserved on the holotype extends twenty-seven mm. 
above the arm bases'. Column, judging from the columnar fa-
cet, pental).gruar with a quinquepartite canaL Stems ,like the 
one figured are comparatively abundant in the shales in which 
the holot.ype was found and as the section' of the pase of the 
calyx and that of this column are similar there seems to be ~ 
little doubt that they belong to the 'saine species. Th~ column 
i~ acutely pentagonal' in its upper portion and , gradually 
changes to a regular. pentagon lower down. The segments of 
, the column are relatively thin and are arranged in pairs con-
sisting of. a very. thi,n segment and ~me about four times as 
thick with ,rounded nodes at the angles. The sutures between 
the segments, fOJ;m wavy lines. 
This.. species s@mewliat resembles D.' casei from a siinilar 
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horizon ~ the Ohio Valley but the ridges are fewer in number 
and . more prominent, the proportions of the height to the 
width of the calyx are different and the primibrachs and se-
cundibrachs of a much smaller specllnen consist of about a half 
more plates than in this species. 
Hor:izon and locality.-The holotype, the only specimen 
known, was collected by Mr. A. G. Becker in the Upper Ma-
quoketa shale at Patterson's Springs, near Brainard. The 
specimen is' a part of Mr. Becker's colle.ction but is now on de.: 
posit in Walker Mus~um, The Univ.ersity of Chicago .. 
Family HETERO~RINIDAE 
Genus ECTENOCRINUS S. A. Miller 
. General form. very elongate; ' calyx small, subcylindrical, 
mo~erately expanded; basals ' five, unequal; radials irregul~r, 
four plates in three series before th~ ' bifurcation of the free 
arms, and three in each of the other two series; arms ten, long; 
pinnU:les strong; 'azygous plates three, following each other, 
0 0, ~uG v~ 0W but not in a direct line; vault 008 IBr ~ ~ ~ unknown' column very long . c:::::J ~ cmLJ ClliLJ C::=J LiE:] . . , , , 
r-;l G [~ 1;1 G roun~, tripartite, and attached 
LJ ~ c::v L:J Q!:J by an expanded base. Genotype, 
·F'"if?S. CZiigraf!?EC~rintu/CD E. simplex (Hall). (Original de-
scription, North American Geol. & Pal. rp. 242). To this may 
be added; secundibrachs syzygal, forming pairs of which the 
distal plate only is pinnulate; anal tube straight and narrow. 
ECTENOCRINUS RAYMOND! sp. nov., Plate XXIX, figs. 5-.9 . 
. Type spe~imen number 24701, Walker Museum, The Univer-
sity or" Chicago. 
The' calyx is small, obconical, regularly tapering, height to 
the top of the radials somewhat less tlian the width at that 
place. Surface of the plates smooth, sutures rather inconspi-
cuous, not situated in grooves. Arms ten, subcircular in sec-
tion, uniserial, ' composed of plates having their length about 
half their width and edges nearly parallel near the bifurc!ttion 
but much shorter and cuneiform farther up. These plates are 
in pairs of which the distal plate only is pinnulate, the pin-
mlies being on alternate sides of the arm so that there is a pin-
nule on each side to every four arm-plates. The lateral mar-
\ 
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gms of the arms are marked "vith shallow, rounded grooves 
which are at right angles to the . axis of -the -arms. These 
grooves are situated on the sutures, and -many of them are on 
alternate sutures but in some cases they are on intervening 
sutures while, in others there are two sutures between grooves. 
On the first examination these grooves appeared to be sockets 
for the attachment of the pinnules but upon further study they 
seem to become obsolete before reaching the ventral margin 
of the arms where the pinnules are attached and also they are 
more n~erous than the pinnules. _ (Figs. 8 and 9.) Stem 
circular, composed of thin segp+ents, gradually diminishing in 
size from the base of the cal~; canal tripartite. 
Basals five, the -right posterior-lateral regularly pentagonal, 
the others irregularly so. ' Radials five, the largest plates in 
the calyx. The anterior one is hexagonal, the left posterior ra-
dial -is heptagqnal, but neither- of these possesses an angle on 
its proximal edge ' where it joins the basals. The other three 
radials are compound, the inferradials are pentagonal, pointed 
below, width more than twice the height, the superradialsr are 
quadrangular except the right "posterior which is pentagonal, 
the extra side on each of the posterior radials is caused by 
contact with the anal plate. Prirrlibrachs two t9 each raYt the 
first rectangular, the second, an axillary plate, pentagonal, 
' both wider than, high. Secundibrachs many, either rectangular 
or cuneiform. The anal series consists of three plates, the 
first pentangular, resting between the distal edges of the pos-
,terior radials, followed by a larger hexangular plate which 
supports a ,very small plat~ which appears to be ,quadrangular. 
Other ~nal plates and the ventral sac are invisible, being cov-
ered by the arms. ' 
MearUrements.-Asthe specimen IS -somewhat crushed lat-
erally, the first measurement is 'estimated : 
Diameter of calyx "at_ top of the radials 
Diameter of the base {)f calyx , 
Diameter of .stem 10 mm. below the base 
Height from base to top of radials 
Height from base to top of axillary primibrachs 
6.0 mm. , 
3.8 mm. 
2.0 mm._ 
4.5 mm. 
7.1 mm. 
Of the three known species of the genus, this species ap-
proa~hes E. gmndis (Meek) froIl). the Eden and Lower Mays-
ville beds of the Ohio Valley. In size, plate formulae and gen-
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eral proportions they are similar but in E. raymondi the arm-
plates . are shorter in proportion to their width .and the pin-
nules are more slencl,er. The m9st conspicuous character is 
the. presence of t~ansverse grooves on the lateral margins of 
the arms and the fact that the dorsal margins of .the arms are 
arcuate in this species and flattened in E. grandis. 
The holotype was collected by Dr. P. E. Raymond of Har-
vard University and. the specific !.lame ~s given in his honor. 
Horizon and locality.-Lower Maquoketa limestone at Cler-
mont. 
HETEROCRINUS~ Plate XXX, figs. 15-17. 
A number. of attachment bas.es . which seem to belong ~o the . 
above or a closely related genus are in these collections. All ' 
were .attached to some object when alive but the larger ones 
have since been separated. 'They vary in size from 5 to 28 
min. across their radicular expansions and from 1 to 9 mID. in 
height. The attachment area for the column is circular, more 
or less concave in the larger specimens, and marked with well-
defined ridges. r~diating from the center.' . 
The largest specimen observed (fig. 16) is shown natural 
size. ' It measured 28 mID. in greatest spread of its radicular 
expansions and 9 mID. in height; the .circular attachment area, 
'which is 9 mID. in diameter ·and: · slightly concave, is covered 
with fine ridges radiating from the axial ·canal.Thes·e ridges · 
increase both oy int~rstitial additions and by bifurcation, some 
of the ridges hiflJ.rcating three times. Near the m~rgin there 
are eight ridges in a space of 2 mID. . , 
Another .specimen (fig. 17), also shown .naturalsize, 13 nun. 
in spread of its radicular expansions and 3 mID. high,. is char-
acterized by its deeply concave attachment area. This area 
is 5 m.m. in diameter,. 2 mm. deep and is ornamented w:i,th radi-
.ating ri~ges similar to those on the large;r specimen .. 
. The 'shell of an Orthoceras bears one attachment .base whose 
. :radicular expansi~ns have a spread pf 10: IDm., four . b~ses wjth 
a spread of 8 mID., five bases with a spread· of 6 mID., one base 
. with spread of 5 mID., and several still smaller elevations which 
probably repre.sent still younger stages of growth, though their 
preservation is not such as to permit their 'identification with 
certainty. Most of these attachment bases do not exceed 1 mm. 
· . 
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in height but two are from 2 to 2.5 mm. in height. The area 
for the attachment of the column is, in the case of ' the larger 
specimens, from 2 to 2.5 mm. in diameter. Four of these bas'es 
are shown in figure 15, magnified three and op.e-half diameters. 
The upper one is, sirnil,ar; except in size, to the largest speci-
men. (Fig. 16.) It measures 8 mm. in width, 2 mm. in height ' 
and the diameter of the surface for the attachment of the col-
umn is about 2 mm. 
Eventually, no doubt, much will be learned regarding these ' 
attachment· bases of the Heterocrinids, but with our present 
knowledge, we are unable to connect them with any of- the col-
'umns or calyces wEich are associated with them. ' 
Specimens.-Field Musemn Nos. P.16882 and 16934. 
Horizon and locality.-Lower Maquoketa shales at Clermont. 
CRINOID STEMS OR COLUMNS 
Associated with the above described crinoids are a quantity 
of stems. , The majority of tliem are , disarticulated colum!lals , 
but there are also a number of stem fragments in which many 
columnals are attached~ ,With our present knowledge, there 
seems to! be no way of correlating these colu.mnals with any of 
the calyces but there are a number of unusual forms among 
them which seem to be worth describing. 
CRINOID COLUMN "A" 
This type of stem is characterized by thin, flat columnals; 
more or less regularly alternating in thickness; serrated su-
ture lines and a profoundly pentalobate axillary canal, each 
lobe being narrowly obovate in form. The collections contain 
many fragments, of these stems ranging from a single columnal 
up to thirty or more columnals in length. In general appe!lr": 
ance these stems resem@e thos.e' of gener.a belonging to the or"' 
der Flexibilia but several of these speciinens have the lower 
row of plates of the base preserved and in all cases they are 
five in number arid equaL As the base of flexible crinoids con-
sists of three unequai plates, these can hardly be referred to 
that order. In the specimens of ,this type of, columnals 'there 
are three kinds with characters ' distinct enough to be at least 
of specific importance: . 
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CRINOID COLUMN "AA", Plate XXX, figs. 1, 2. 
This stem is 'circular, gradually tapering from the top of the 
row qf plates. The surface is smooth except for the serrated 
suture lines. The columnals are tliin and irregularly alternat-
ing in thick:ness. Tlie upper and lower surfaces of the col-
umnals are flat and marked 'with radiating lines which are 
deep at the margins, giving crenulated edges to the colum:p.als, 
and gradually becoming obsolete on approaching the axillary 
canal. The row of plates, probably infrabasals, are five in 
number, equal, and together they form a shallow cup with 
. straight sides, somewhat expanding upward. .The narrowobo-
vate lobes of the canal are oppoflite the sutures between these 
plates, and are somewhat more slender than those in "Ab." 
This column is known by fonr fragments ranging in length 
from about 7.0 mID. to 20.0 mID. and from 4.7 mm. to 7.6 mID. 
in diameter. The specimen figured measures: length 11 mID., 
diameter of upper columnal 7.0 ·mm., diameter of lower colum-
nal 5.5 mID. 
]~ield Museum P. 16862 and 'Walker Museum 27042. 
Horizon and locality.-Upper Maquoketa shale at P~tter-
son's' Springs, near Brainard. ' 
CRINOID COLUMN" AB ", Plate L",{X, figs. 8-11. 
In general appearance thifl type of column is similar to the . 
preceding; under the magnifier the surface is slightly granular 
but the most notable difference is in the form of the .attached 
plates (probably infrabasals). These plates are 5.3 mri:l.. 
wide and 2.3 mID. nigh along the median lme, but only 0.5 rom . . 
to 1 mID. high at the lateral ·sutures. The surface of thes~ in-
frabasals curves strongly inward except at their tip wh~re the 
curvature is distinctly outward. The iargest column (fig. 8) 
has a diameter of 9.0 mID. Though only 5 mID. in length, it 
consists of ten columnals which show a tendency toward alter-
nation in size. The sutures between the colUIIinals zigzag more 
or less strongly up and down, about ten crenulations occupying 
a width of 5 mID. On tlie surface of the columnals these crenu--
lations appear as lines radiate in ' direction, but extending in-
ward for a shott distance only, beyond which these lines disap-
pear. The central part of the flat face of the columnals is 
, 
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sparsely and irregularly granulate ,or smooth. The, axial canal 
is five-rayed, the individual rays being 0.8 mm. long, and very 
narrowly ooovate in form . . The rays coincide in position with 
the suture lines between the infr.abasals. The .longest column 
at hand is 21 mm. in length (fig. 1t). It widens: gradually 
from a dia~eter of 4.2 mm. at the base to 6 mm. at the top. 
Within this, length the columnals · alternate only slightly in 
height along the lower third of ,the column; along the middle 
third they alternate more distinctly; and along the upper third 
they alternate strongly. 
This column is known by six fragments and thirteen single 
columnals. Field Museum P. 11265, Walker Museum . 24702, 
and University of Iowa 3681, 3684. 
Horizon and locality.-Lower Maquoketa shale at Clermont 
and Bloomfield. 
CRINOID COLUMN" Ac", Plate XXX, figs. 3-7. 
This column, · while resembling the two preceding forms in 
having · serrated suture lines and the profoundly lobed axial 
canal, differs from them in havi:qg a pustulose surface and in 
the size and shape of its columnals. In the upper part of the 
column (fig. 4) the columnals alternate, not only in thickness 
but the thicker one of the pair is also larger. Farther down 
in the column this arrangement changes (fig. 7) so that the 
columnals are in series of. fours, consisting of a thick columnal 
larger than the others and thr~e thin ones of the same size, the 
middle one, of the three being thicker than the other · two. The 
fiat surfaces bear shallow rounded radiating furrows, which are 
visible near; the margins only, forming a serrated suture line. 
The column is circular, . the surface is evenly pustulose and 
the canal is profoundly pentalobate. (Fig. 6.) . 
The ~fr~basal plates of this species are intermediate in 
. fo:qn between the two preceding species. These plates are five 
in number, equ;:t.l, and form ~ shallow cup whose diameter does 
not exc,efld. tn,at of the top cqlumnal; the median portion of each 
plate be:p.as inward but does not curve outward again .at the 
tip as is the .case in "Ab." . .. . . 
Thus we find three distinct types of infrabasal plates; both 
of those from the Lower Maquoketa beds curve inward, al-
though one also curves outward again at the tip · of the plate, 
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while the form from the Upper beds expands upward continu-. 
ing the expansion of the column. The figures · are natural size 
and the distinguishing characters are well · shown. . 
This column is known by two fragments (figs. 3, 4) having . 
the plates of the base of the calyx attached, one fragment far-
ther down in the column (figs. 5, 7) consisting of eig-l).teen col-
umnals and about fifteen unattached columnals, ranging in . 
diameter from 6 mm. to 13 mm. 
Field Museum . P.11264, University of Iowa 3677, Walker 
Museum 24703. 
H,orizon and locality:-Lower Maquoketa shales at Clermont. 
ATACTOCRINUS 1 COLUMNALS, Plate Xxx.:, figs. 20-31. 
The most abundant forms of crinoid remains in these beds are 
the variously shaped, beaalike columnals which. are illustrated: 
They appear to be c'ongeneric with those described by '\Veller5 
from a similar horizon at. 'Wilmington, Illinois, and doubtfully 
referred to the above . genus. . The surface ranges .from gra;rm-
lar to smooth in various parts of the colurimal. The axillary 
canal is circular or nearly so. 
These columnals may be divided into two kinds: (1) Those 
having fiat upper and lower surfaces; these ' may be lozenge-
shaped, such as the group in figure 31 or may have its height 
equal to its diameter, as the upper columnal in figure 20, which 
Wias attached to the base of the calyx, and whose upper surface . 
shows the inipression of the lower row of plates. (2) Those 
of the more beadlike forms which have a deep, almost hemi-
spherical concavity on their upper and lower surfaces. These 
forms vary from very oblate spheroids to spheroids, spheres, 
cylinders with rounded corners, ellipsoids or spindle-shapes, 
etc. As the surface ornamentation of both these kinds is 
granular near the middle and smooth above and below, there 
seems to be little aoubt that they all belong to the same genus; 
besides several columnals ha~e been found in which the upper 
surface is nearly fiat and the lower surface is concave, thus 
joining both kinds ' in the same column (see second columnal 
from the top of figure 20). Columnals as unlike as these are 
known to exist in the same column, as Springer6 illustrates 
5Contr. to Walker Museum Vol. 1, No. 10, p. 239, 1916. 
6Crinoidea Flexibilia, PI. V. 
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Mespilocrinus in which the columnals are lozenge-shaped .in the 
upper part of the column and spindle-shaped farther down. 
The figured specimens are Walker Museum 24704, 9thers are 
Field Museum P.18525, and University of Iowa 3679 . . 
Horizon and locality.-Lower Maquoketa shale at Clermont 
and Bloomfield. 
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PART TWO 
BY AUGUST F. FOERSTE 
CARABOCRINUS Billings 
Dorsal cup consisting of eighteen plates, including five in-
. 'frabasals, five basals, five radials, and · three plates belonging 
to the anal series. Of the 'latter, the chief plate X is similar 
in shape and size to . the radials, and is intercalated: in the same 
row as the latter. The other two plates are intercalated in the 
same row as the basals; conjointly they exceed moderately in 
height anyone of the basals, but they equal the latter in width. 
The upper one of the two plates, the radianal RA, is slightly 
shorter than the lower one, the supplementary plate S. (See 
also Plate XXXI, fig. 11.) 
The· radianal and supplementary plates are inserted . between 
the posterior arid right posterior basals, causing both of the 
latter to be moderately asymmetric in · form. AQong that part 
of the outline of these basals which is in contact with the sup-
plementary plate, the curvature is slightly concave, usually more 
distinctly concave in case of the posterior basal than of ~he 
right posterior one. The other three basals are alike in form, 
all being symmetrical; ,hexagonal, and elongate. Four of the 
infrabasals are alike in form, but the fifth or left posterior in-
frabasal has an obliquely truncated tip, where it comes in con-
tact with the lower left margin of the posterior basal. The 
left end of the truncated part of the left posterior basal always 
is more elevated than the right end. 
The character of the ornamentation varies considerably in 
different species, and even in specllnens· belonging to the same 
species. In general, however, if any conspicuous ornamenta-
tion is present, this is likely to include more o~ less distinct 
ridges, most of which · cross the sutures more or less at right 
angles, therefore at points aistant from the corp.ers. Each · of 
the infrabasals has two ridges, one along each of the lateral 
margins. The left posterior infrabasal has in addition a third 
ridge, extending from the base toward the truncated tip; some-
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tim~s that ridge which extends along the right margin of this 
plate is much weaker than the neighboring . ridge, on the rIght 
posterior infrabasal. That ridge of the posterior basal which . 
extends toward the truncated' tip of the left posterior infrabasal 
is single. All of the other basals, and also the supplementary 
plate in the same row, have two moderately diverging ' ridges 
extending downward, matching the lateral ridges of the infra-
basal series. In the . radials, only the two ridges extending . 
· downward are likely to be conspicuous. Similar ridges occur 
not infrequently on the anal plate X. The preceding descrip-
tion. of the ornamenting ridges has been drawn chiefly from a 
species resembling Oarabocrinus vancortlandti ~illings, occur-
ring on Goat Island, northeast of Little Current on Manitoulin 
· Island, in strata corresponding to the ' Curdsville limestone in 
age. (Plate XXXI, fig. 11.) It will be found useful in identi-
fying the isolated plates of the species · of Oarabocrinus oc-
curring in the Lower Maquoketa of Iowa. 
In the species of Oarabocrinus occurring on Goat Island, the 
anal plate X is surmounted by three small plates, and a fourth 
small plate occurs over the left margin of the ' right posterior 
radial. All of these small plates increase in size successively 
from left to right; possibly a ' fifth small plate occurred over ' 
the left margin of the anal plate X itself, but this part of the 
specimen has been injured. This series 'of small plates supports 
the exterior side of that elevated part of the tegmen at the top 
of which the anus is located. (Plate XXXI, fig. 11.) 
The facet on the radials, for the support of the arms, is long 
and narrow, with a relatively deep ambulacral sinus. (Text-
figure 59 and Plate XXXI, . fig. 11.) The ambulacral groove 
of the arms is correspondingly deep and narrow. On each 
side of the facet, the outer surface of the radials in many 
· cases is channelled at :right angles to its upper margin, the 
'lower ends of these channels converging toward the median 
line of the plate. Each channel is bordered on each side by 
a narrow: striation or elevation. The striations between 
each pair . of grooves usually are connected by a sharp 
curve along their upper ends, but those bordering on the same 
groove either may be connected at their lower ends or may 
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leave an open gap-' at this point. Bather states that these ra-
dio-oral folds probably ar~ vestigial hydro spires as in Hybo~ 
crinus. (Echinoderma, p. 172, 1900.) These grooves and ste-
reom folds appear to differ greatly in number and size in dif-
ferent individuals of the same species. Usually they are very 
few in number on the anal X plate, and may be absent alto-
gether. Judging from some of the Gqaf Island specimens, that 
part of the radials which ~s grooved was covered, by a thin 
membrane bearing numerous small granules. It is assumed that 
this membrane extended to the adjacent parts of the orals and 
connected up with the covering, protecting the . ambulacral 
grooves between' the latter, an,d also with the ambulacral 
grooves tr~yersing the a~ms lengthwise. 
One of , the Goat Island specimens exposes the ambulacral 
side of two of the dichotomously dividing arms. There are two 
series of quadrangular plates, one on each side of the median 
line of the ambulacral face of each arm or armlet (fig. 13, PI. 
XXXI): Five of these quadrangular plates occupy a length 
of 2 mni., at a point where three ~f these quadrangular plates 
occupy the length of one arm plate. The 'quadrangular plates 
are slightly wider than long. Between the two median series 
of quadrangular plates and the lateral margins of the ambulac-
ral side of the arms there are numerous smaller plates, more 
or less irregularly arranged; about two or three of these 
smaller plates occur in the width intervening between the am-
. bulacral plates and the nearest part of t~e lateral margin of 
the arm plates. There is a tendency toward eiongation of the 
smaller plates where they are adjacent to the median quadran-
gular plates, and a tendency toward a more circular outline 
where they are more distant from the latter; the circular plates 
usually are much smaller than' the more elongate ones. Along 
the sutures between successive arm plates (fig. 14, PI. XXXI) 
, ,a depression is aeveloped, e~tending ,from the ambulacral side 
of the arms along its lateral sides for fully or slightly , more 
than half the aorsb-ven~ral diameter of the arm along its lat-
eral face . . Along the lateral outline of the ambulacral face of 
the arms, these depressions along the sutures between the arm 
• 
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plates meet, but dorsally they become , narrower, terminating 
with a strongly .rounded outline. These depressions along the 
sutures are covered by minute plates, which probably studded 
the surface of some covering membraFle. ' It is assumed that 
these lateral grooves with their covering of minute plates cor-
respond to the recumbent arms' or armlets of cystids. Since 
Carabocrinus is a crinoid, this structure might be called 'a re-
current or' recumbent pinnule. 
A . closely similar structure is ,figured by Frank Sprmger in 
the case of a le:IJt anterioJ; ray of CUPUloc1-inus jewetti (Bil-
lings), from the .lower ' Trenton, at Kirldleld, Ontario. (Me-
moir GeoI. Surv. Canada, No. 15P, pI. III, fig. 5b, 1911.) , Here 
the minute plates covering the recurrent pinnules are drawn 
as regularly arranged, about five plates occupying a transverse 
section of the pinnules along the lateral margin of the ambula-
cral face of the ray, while eleven or twelve minute plates occur 
along the median line of the pinnule. 
Mr. Springer describes the Kirkfielq. specimen as 'follows: 
"Here the left anteri9r ray is pulled out of position, so that 
we see the lateral , face which is' usually concealed by contact 
, with the adjoining ray; it exposes a very' peculiar ' surface 
mar.~ing-as of very small plates or the imprint of them-
abov~ the interbrachial plates, extending outward between 
transverse keels on tEe brachials, and obliterating the sutures." 
Cupulocrinus is the most primitive genus among the , Den-
drocrinidae, in fact ,it is the most primitive genus of the entire 
order of Inadunata among the -Crinoidea, as shown by Mr. 
Springer. There are good reasons for considering Cupulocri-
nus as close to the ancestral type of the two orders: Inadunata 
and Flexibilia. In his recent monograph on the rlexibilia Mr . 
Spring-er states that Cwpulocrinus shows clearly an interming-
ling of the characters of the two orders, and that it 'is evident 
that it is a transition form. ' 
Carabocrinus is another of the primitive Inadunata, belong-
ing to the Cyathocrinidae. Similar recurrent pinnules mayoc-
cur in other primitive crinoids among the ,Inadunata: 
The arms of Carabocrinus branch dichotomously three or 
• 
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four times, the two inner arms after the second branchi~g in , 
soinecases remaining undivided. 
The column was relatively narrow, tapering distally, equal-
ling 1.5 mm. in diameter at a distance of 20 mm. from the base 
of the calyx in the Goat, Island specimens. In the latter the 
calyx has a height of 33 mm. and a width of 25 mm. The col.-
limnals alternate moderately in size and thickness. ' 
Por the Goat Island specimens (fig. 11, PI. XXXI), here men-
tioned frequently in describing ~he general generic features of ' 
Carabocrintfs, the name Carabocrin,1.bS huronensis is pro.po.sed. 
It differs fro.m Carabocrinus vancortlandti Billings in its o.b-
co.nical rather than o.bo.vate o.utline, the basal part being dis-
tinctly mo.re acute, the middle less inflated, and the' to.p o.f the 
calyx less co.ntracted than in that species. Mo.reo.ver, the ra-
diating ridges are much stro.nger, tho.se o.f Carabocrinus van-
cortlandti being even smaller and mo.re distant fro.m each other 
' than tho.se o.f Carabocrinus radiatus. 
Carabocrinus js chiefly a No.rth American genus. The earli-
est kno.wn species, Carabocrinus ge'ometricus Hudso.n, o.ccurs 
in the Valco.ur limesto.ne in the middle Ohazyan o.f the Lake 
Champlain area o.f' New Yo.rk. Canioocrinus dicyclic1~,S Sarde-
so.n o.ccurs in the Deco.rah beds o.f Minneso.ta and Wisco.nsin. 
Carabocrinus radiatus Billings and Carabocrinus vancortlandti 
Billings are fro.m the lo.wer Trento.n o.f Ontario.. , Carabocrim~s 
ovalis Miller and Gurley is fro.m the ,Curdsville member o.f the 
Trento.n' in Kentucky. Carabo,crinus (~) tubercuJatus Billings, 
was described fro.m the Vaurial (fo.rmerly Charleto.n) member 
o.f the Richmo.nd, fo.rmatio.n o.n Antico.sti Island. ffirich cites 
an undescribed species o.f Carabocrinus fro.m the Deco.r'ah beds, 
and two. undescribed specieEl fro.m the ,Maquo.keta (Richmo.nd) 
o.f Minneso.ta 1Geo.l. Minneso.ta, vo.l. TIl, pt. 2, p. cxxiii, 1897). 
Recently a 'crino.id was described fro.m the Wassalem lime-
'sto.ne near, Reval, in Estho.nia, o.ne o.f the Baltic States o.f Eu-" 
ro.pe, under , the name Carabocrinus esthonus Jaekel (Palaeo.n-
to.lo.gische Zeitschrift, 3, pt. 1, 1918, p. 50, fig. 38). As far as 
may be determined fro.m the figure It is remarkably similar in 
fo.rm, o.utline o.f plates, and o.rnamentatio.n to. Carabocrinus ra-
. ' I 
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diatus, the. genotype. The Wassalem limestone is regarded by -
Professor Raymond as of later -age than those Trenton beds of 
Ontario which contain Carabocrint~s radiatus and Carabocrinus 
vancortlanati. The presence of Cambocrinus esthonus in the 
Baltic area of Europe suggests the origin of thIs genus in 
northern North America and its 'migration into northern Eu-
rope. This agrees with the belief that the Decorah beds and 
the Curdsville member of the Trenton represent northern in-
vasions, connecting with circumpolar areas. 
G<\.RABOCRINUS SLOCOl\U sp. nov., Plate XXXI, figs. 1-10;. Plate 
XXXII, figs.1, 7-9, 12-14, 26-29, 19~, 20t 
Two fragments of calyces are at hand; in one fragment 
(figs. 1-3) the length of the radials is 5 mm.; and that of the 
basals is 7.5 mm.; in the other fragment (figs. 4, 5) the length 
of the radials is 6 mm., that of the basals is 9:5 mm., and that 
of the infrabasals' is 7 nun. The complete calyx of the second , 
specimen is estimated to have had a height of 19 rnril., with a -
width at the top of 12 or 13 mm. The general form of the 
dorsal cup is obovate, or almost inversely conical, with the 
radials more nearly erect. 
~ r:'I ~ ~ ~ ~ One fragment (figs. 1-3) shows 
-~~V ~~fK1~ ~ ~ , all of the plates belonging to the ill ~ rp &i (,:V) ~ two upper circles of the dorsal ~ \&. (.:)W V11.lJY cup, including the radials and 
. \!if f) v· 0 fJ basals. Of one of t~e r~~ials . 
FIG. 59. Diagram of Oarabocrintlo8 Blocom.'. only the upper half IS VISIble. 
Of the anal plate X the right margin is concealed. The lower 
left margin of the posterior basal and the upper left part of 
the supplementary plate also are concealed. Each of the anter~ 
ior and posterior pairs of basal plates is ·marked. by four 
radiating ridges, of which two pass diagonally upward toward 
the middle of the sutures, and the other· two pass downward 
. with only a moderate amount of divergence. The lateral ridges 
·are obsolete. That part of the posterior basal which is exposed 
does not show any distinct ridge in this specimen, but in the 
second fragment here described (figs. 4, 5) this posterior basal 
is marked by one ridge passing towa:r:d the suture separating 
it from the truncated infrabasal, and another ridge passing 
. diagonaliy upward and toward the left to the middle 01 the 
, \ 
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suture ' separating this posterior basal from the left posterior 
radial. Each radial is marked by two ridges passing from the 
arm-facet diagonally doWnward toward the middle of the 
, sutures 'beneath. The supplementary plate is marked by a 
median ridge which continues to the middle of the radianal and 
then turns toward the right, crossing the middle of the suture 
separating the radianal from the right posterior radiat T'he 
anal plate X shows a faiht median elevation, but the radiating 
ridges are practically obsolete'. The upper margin of the 
radials, on each side of the arm-facet, is marked by one or two, _ 
rarely three grooves. rrhe left side of the upper margin of the 
anal plate X bears a single groove, the right side of this 
margin being concealed. In a free anal plate X, (fig. 7, Plate 
XXXII) from another specimen, the right side of this margin 
, bears one groove, and the left side bears two. All of the 
ridges on the radial and basal plates rise but slightly above 
the elevation which they would have if the intercepted parts , of 
the plates were flat, but met each other along straight lines at 
widely spreading angles, like facets ,of a crystal. 
In the second fragment of a dorsal cup, here ,figured (figs 4~ 
5), the left side and lower part of the right posterior basal and 
all of the right anterior basal is preserved. The supplemen-
tary plate and the pO,sterior basal are partly exposed. A con~ 
siderable part of the, left posterior basal is present, but no re-
cognizable trace of the left anterior basal is exposed. Two of 
the radial plates are present, but neither is ·complete. ' Of the 
infrabasals, all except the left anterior one are presen't, welj , 
preserved, and fairly well exposed: The radiating ridges bor· 
dering the late'ral , margins of these infrabasals are repla'ced 
chiefly by broadly rounded marginal elevations which may be-
come obsolete bef()re reaching the upper margins ' of these 
plates or which may terminate there as narrow ridges, similar 
to those traversing the basals. The median line of the left 
posterior plate is traversed by a third ridge directed toward 
the upper truncating suture. One side o£ one of the , radials 
bears only a single groove along ' its upper margin; and o~e 
side of a second radial bears tw.o well defined grooves and 'one 
indistinct groove. ' 
Numerous isolated plates are present. One infrabasal, 18 
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mm.. long, suggests that the dorsal cup of this species may have 
attained a height of 50 mm.. One right posterior basal, 21.5 
mm..long, suggests that the dorsal cup to which it belonged was 
43 mm.. ' in lieiglit .. An isolated radial, 15 mIn. in height, but 
possibly ' belonging to another species, suggests ,that the dorsal 
cup . to which it belonged was about 48 mm. in b.eight . 
. The surface of the plates of the dorsal cup is covered by a 
shagreen of minute, microscopic granules, arranged more or 
less in lines, which m~y anastomose in a more or less reticular 
manner, but which tend to be more or l~ss continuous, crossing 
the sutures approximately ' at a right angle. About twelve 
lines occupy a width of l ·mm. Within these narrow limits the 
lines curve irregularly and at minute distances from right to 
left and back again, but on ' a few plates they are remarkably 
straight. As in other crinoids, the individual plates tend to be 
divided into cuneate fields radiating from more or less central 
points, the theoretical lines of separation between these fields 
extending from these central points to the various angles on the 
margin of the plates. Most or the infrabasals have only two 
conspicuous fields, with the minute lines directed toward the · 
two upper sutures; in case ;of the left posterior infrabasal 
there is a · third field with minute lines directed toward the 
truncating suture; On the basals there are six fields. On the 
. . 
radi~s there are four fields. The minute ornamenting lines 
. appear to be most irregular and most anastomosing on the in-
frabasals; on the basals they appear to ~e. straighter and paral-
lel to one another; on the 'radials they are in some eases dis- ' 
tinctly straight and fairly conspicuous under a lens, appearing 
like sharp parallel lines, which, ' ~owever, number twelve, in a 
width of 1 mm., as in the case of the less regular lines .on the 
basals. Apparently it is impossible to distinguish two species 
among the specimens at hand on the basis of differences shown 
by the more microscopic fea:tures presented by the surface of 
the plates of the aorsal cup. Distinctions based upon differ-
ences in the prominence of tne radiating ridges or ribs will be 
dicussed later. 
Locality and horizon.-Clermont, Iowa; in the lower part of 
the Maquoketa beds. ' . 
"E'lguredt;speclllQns.: > ~I:j,:') ':,. ,','0", » :-:':ni,!) 1:"li,dJ 
Hblotye, No. 3686, in Museuln. of Univer~ity of;Iowac:Jbtl') 
Allotype, in. collection of~ A. G. Becker. ' .' ';;: ./~ .(. :': ~,_,. , i t 
Isolated plates from ' Museum 'of University ' ~of J:Q'war,;the 
collection . 'of A. G. Becker, ' and the Field ': .. Oolumbian. 
Museum at Chicago. " , '., .... ~ . 
" ~.' . '.. .., , • \ . 1. .,. " \ I 
CA1:iABOCRINUS SLOCOMI COSTATUS var. p.oy.; Plate X:XX'U,)igs,' 
15~18, 21-25, 30, 2-6 '?, lOt ' ". : 
Oaraboc~inus slocpmi is based chiefly ~n two f.~agm~~t'~ , ot 
dorsal ,cups, described in the p~eceding pages. : Associated 
with these two fragments are numerous, loose plates of dorsal 
cups, some of which closely agree with corresponding pl~tes of 
the two fragments in tlie inconspicuous character of the radiate 
, , • I 
ribbing, while others are much more coarsely ribbed. A con-
siderable number of. coarsely ribbed infrabasals, including al,~o 
truncated infrabasals, are present. There is also , a fair numf 
ber of coarsely: ribbed radials. In these coarsely ribbed .ra-
dials the numoer of grooves along their upper margins; oI,l 
each side of the ann facet, ,tends to be greater, s,om~times c.p;n~ 
spicuouslyso. ' Possibly these more coarsely ribbed plates ' ar~ 
merely from older specimens; and do not even represent a 1~.~,­
tinct variety. ,Unfortunately no .basal plates with equallycon-
spicuous ribbing as the infrabasals and radials here discuss~d 
l ' are known. Provisionally,. the more coarsely ribbed .forms, ate 
separated, from the others as a v:aI':iety. 
LICHENOCRINUS MINUTUS sp. nov., Plate XXX, figs. 19 ahd ' ).9. 
~ix specimen,s' are at hand. ,' Th~ holotype (fig'b:re 19) ts a:t-
tac~ed to the brachial vl'!-ly~ of a~ entire specimen of Stropho~ 
1nC1W fluctuosa occidentalis Foerste. Three specimens are ' at-
tached to the interior s~rf3:c'e of a l>r~~:hial valve of Lepta~'na 
unicostat,a 'ly.[eek and Worthen. One specimen is att~ched to 
the exterior 'of a small fragment of a brachial valve of some 
Orthid. '· . ' ' 
. ' . 
The first of these specimens has a diameter of 2.2 mID. ' and 
is about one-thi~d of, a , millim~t~~ in h,~ight: The specimen 
may be described as consisting essentially of two circlets of 
plat~s, ~?e jn~vidnai pla:~es ,di;ff:rini.m _si~~,:' all ' plates ~9~~ 
/ or less Irregularly arranged, there bemg a tendency , toward ' 'a 
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third ci~clet of plates. The central part is depressed. At , the 
center of the depression there is. a minute attachment , area, 
about one-fourth of a millimeter in diameter, to which the col-
umn supporting the calyx was attached. The specimen itself 
is the attachment disk of some crinoid, probably a Heterocrinid. 
Of the- three specimens on the h:cachiaI valve of Leptaenauni-
costatq" the , two larger ones have diameters of 3.3 min., and the 
smallest of 2 mID. The plates are not v-ery. clearly defined, but 
here again the arrangement · of plates is irregular and varies 
between two and three concentric rows ,in · different parts of 
the attachment ,disc, the different rows not being differentiated. 
, IThe, specimen on the exterior of the brachial valve of an or-
thoid shell has a maximum diameter ,of 4 mID., and a height of 
1 mID. Here t1ie tendency toward three concentric rows is 
very pronounced, but the plates still differ in size and are ir-
regularly arranged. Tlie surface of the -disc itself is very ir-
regular in its e~evation; its cel),ter is deeply depressed. 
A specimen from Walker Museum, attached to an infrabasal 
plate of Oarabocrinus, is similar to the holotype in form and 
arrangement of plates. It is 2.3 mID. in diameter. ' In figure 
18, this specimen is shown enlarged 3% diameters, associated 
with Oorynotrypa elegantula. 
Type , specimens.~The holotype 'is No. P. 16885; four para-
types are No. P.. 1853'S, all in the Field Museum of Natural 
History; the other paratyPe is No. 27043 in Walker Museum. 
Localitty and horizon.-From Clermont, Iowa. In the Lower 
Maquoketa. 
Remarks.-Dr. E. O. ffirieh cites Lichenocrinus from. nearly 
all the divisions of the Plaiteville and Decorah and from the 
Prosser member of the Trenton. At the northern end of Goat 
Island, northeast. or Little Current, Ontario, where the. railroad 
, crosses to Cloche Island., Lichenocrinus occurs eleven feet above 
the horizon containing Oarabocrinus vancort~andti Billings, in 
the lower or Curdsville part of the Trenton formation. Schu- . 
. chert cites Lichenocr"inus affinis, a Richmond' species, from 
among Mohawkian strata at the head of Frobisher Bay in the 
southern part of Baffin Land, in Arctic America . . 
Among described species of Lich~nocrinus, all are from the 
Ohio-Indiana-Kentucky area, where they range from the Cyn-
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thiana fo.rmatio.n to. the to.p o.f the Richmo.nd. It is pro.bable 
that the geo.graphical ·range. o.f Lichenocrinus is much greater 
than here indicated, but that the difficulty o.f discri.rQinating · 
species fro.m specimens usually co.nsisting o.f the attachment 
bases alo.ne is to.o. great to. invite -their citatio.n, in faunal lists. 
, The o.ccurrence o.f Lichenocr'i1ws in the lo.wer part o.f th;- ' 
Maquo.keta suggests 'their eventual disco.very in o.ther faunas o.f 
no.rthern o.~igin. , ' 
Still farther no.rth, at Swift Current, at the northern ,end o.f 
Clo.che Island, Lichenocrim{'s o.ccurs at the base o.f the Clo.che 
Islarid member 0.1 the B-I~ck River, 'immediately abo.ve the very ' 
fine-grained white limesto.ne fo.rming the to.p ·o.f the Swift Cur-
rent member. If the Cloche Island member be referred to. 
the Deco.rah, and the Swift Current member to. the upper 
Platteville o.f the Mississippi Valley~ then the o.ccurrence at 
Swift Current is o.f later date than the o.ccurrences cited by 
l1lrich :fro.m the Platteville o.f Minneso.ta. 
PLEUBQCYSTITES Billings 
The genus Pleurocystites belo.ngs to. the superfamily Glypto.-
cysto.idea, within which there is a systematic arrangement <;>f 
the thecal plates. This arrangement varies mo.re o.r less in 
different genera, but it is po.ssible to. imagine all the vario.us · 
arrangements as based o.n the same o.riginal scheme, varia-
tio.ns fro.m this scheme being due. to. gradual' displacement o.f 
o.ne o.r mo.re o.f the plates. In the suppo.sed archetype . o.f this 
superfamily five transverse r9ws o.f plates are imagined to. 
have been present, each ro.w co.nsisting o.f five plates. Ho.w-
ever, in all species kno.wn there are ·o.nly fo.ur plates in the first 
0.1' lo.wer ro.w,· tho.ugho.ne o.f these (No.. 3) always has a trun-
cated .to.p and may be regarded as resulting fro.m the fusio.n 
0.1 two. plates, which may be suppo.sed t~ have been actually 
distinct in the ;:trchetype. ,The seco.nd plate o.n the left o.f the 
truncated pla,te (No.. 1) alway's is co.nnected acro.ss the suture 
With the plate resting o.n its upper left margin (No.5) by 
trans-sutural fo.lds o.f the ·stereo.m, o.ccupying rho.mbo.idal areas 
kno.wn as pectrinirhombs. In the case o.f all -pectinirho.mbs, half 
o.f one rho.mb rests o.n o.ne plate and the o.ther half o.n the ad-
jo.ining plate. In additio.n to. the pectinirho.mb o.n plates l ·and 
J J 
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5. there are other pectlnirhombs ,variable ~ in position in differ:-
ent genera. In the ' genus , Ple'Urocystites , there I~re two addi-
~ion.al pectinil'hombs, 'one connecting plates 14 and 10, and an-
other connecting plates 11 and 12. 
m the archetype' of the Glyptocystoidea the anal opening is 
supposed to have been located ~ between plates 7· 'and 8 of the 
second row and plate 13 of the' third row. In the genus Pleu-
rocystites the anal area has enlarged so enormously that it oc-
cupies, almost all except' the marginal part of one side of the 
theca. ,Plate 13 apparently has disappeared, whether by con-
solidation with some other plate or by actual disappearance is 
unknown, but the result of this disappearance is to bring plates 
12 and 14 into direct contact with the anal area. Moreover, 
plates 7, 8, 12 ,and 14 have moved apart sufficiently to permit 
one corner of plates 6 and 9 almost to reach' the anal area, 
while the upper ' margins of plates 2 and 3 form , almost all of 
the lower border of this area. Other min'or changes in thear-
rangement of plates have taken place. , P~ates 7 ' and 8 have 
moved below' the level of plates 5, 6, and 9~ which belong to the 
same transverse series. Plate 23, which belongs to the fifth 
transverse series, has lengthened basally, so that its lower part 
separates plates 17 and 18. The brachioles are supported, not 
'on the upper margins of the fourth row of plates, but 0;0. plates 
20, 22 and 17 of the fifth row, the number of brachioles being 
not five, but two. The anal area is covered by forty or more 
plates in addition to the smaller ones forming the anal protu~ 
berance, which overlaps the lower right margin of the theca 
when viewed from the ' anal side. 
Possibly plate 13 united with plate 14, but no pr'oof for such 
a c,ombination has, been adduced. Since the brachials properly , 
;should be supported by the plates of the fourth transverse 
series, it would be interesting , to learn wpich of the five arms 
of the archetype are retained in ,the genus PleurQcystites. 
Pleurocystites belongs to the family Cheirocrinidae, in which 
the pectinirhombs on plates 14-1.5, and on plates 1.2-18, so char- , 
acteristic Of otlier families among the superfamily Glyptocys-, 
to idea, have been suppressed, and in which plate 13 has dis-
appeared. _ 
PleUlf'ocystites differs from other genera belonging 'to the, 
, DISTE.WUTION, OF , l?L.EURQ(J:YS~lTJil$ '; 
same family, namely C,h.eirocri'/t1!ts, HO.'m.9cystis, and Glyptoqys-
tis, in the restriction ,of the ;uumber, of pectipirhombs, in the, 
locations me,ntioned in , the ,pJ;'ec.eding,lines. 
The " g~nus Ple:urocystit,es appears to have ' originated in 
North Amedca, from which it spread to Great Britain, In 
North A'tneJ;'ica , six species and two varieties have been de-
scribed. Thr,~e of these species , and one of the varieties occur 
in the Trenton fQrmation, ,at Ottawa, presumably in strata ap-
proximately at about the same hori~on' as those ' at Curdsville, 
in Kentuc~, where another speCies is founa. The , Ottawa 
forms include Ple.urocystites sqt£amosus and its varietjr robus-
tus, also P., filiteXJt1~$, and P. elegans, all described by Billings. 
l?leurocystites ,squ.amosus matutinus Ruedemann occurs in the 
lower or Glen Falls division of the Trenton in New York. 
Pleurocystites exornatus Billings " ras described from the Tren-
tQn ;near Montreal" in Quebec. Ple1('rocystites meroerensis Mil-
ler , and Gurley was del:icribed from ' the Curdsville limestone in 
central Kentucky. Pleurocystites antricostiensis Billings was , 
described from ' the Vaurial (formerly Charleton) member o.f 
the Richmo.nd on Anticosti Island. Of these species the geno.-
type P. squamo$Us, its variety robustu.s, and P. 'mercerensis 
have anal areas covered by several hundred small plates, while 
those of l? ' filitextu.s and P. ea;ornatus are covered by fo.rty to. 
fifty plates. No.thing is lpio.wn o.f the anal areas of P. elegans 
o.r P. antioostiensis. IDrich cites P. squamosu.s and two. , unde-
scribed species, from the Prosser member 9f the Trento.n in 
Minneso.tl.}. , (Geo.l. Minnesota, vo.l. 3, Pal., pt. 2, p. c:xxiiJ, ,1897.) 
In Great Britain six species are kno.wn. Pleurocysf;ites ru-
geri Salter is from the Carado.c of So.uth, W flIes. Pleurocys-
tites anglicu.s Jaekel is from the lower. Ashgillian fo.rmatio.n" 
a little younger than, P., rv,geri ,and a i~ttie older than' the fo.ur 
species o.ccurring in the lower Ashgillian o.f the Girvan area o.f 
S'co.ijand, namely Pleurocys.tites proceru.s Bather, P. <J.uadratus 
Bather, P. gibbus Bather, and P. foriolus Bather. , Bather re-
gards .these British species as ' o.r later age than th~ Trenton 
species described from various parts of, North America. The, 
, an~l ~rea o.f all British species except that o.f P. pro'oems is 
. kllo.wn; in all ,cases this area is covered by hundreds o.f smaU 
Plate, s. ' '" " , ',-, ~ I \ ,' \ ~ 
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Recently Jaekel has proposed the new generic term Dipleuro-
cysPis for Pleurocystites rugeri and P. anglicus, on the basis 
of their having a larger -anal area, with smaller plates, the pec-
tinirhombs being narrowly elongated in a direction . parallel to 
the rhomb-ridges or folds. In view of the ,numerous plates 
on the anal area of P. squamosus, the genotype, it appears 
difficult to draw the line between typical Dipleurocystis and 
typical Pleurocystites, while, if P. filitextus had been the geno-
type this division could ,more readily have been maintained. 
It is evident that Jaekel must have followed Haeckel in regard-
ing P. filitextus as the genotype of Pleurocystites. 
The direction of migration of Pleurocystites from the Ot-
tawa area into the British Isies is unknown. At present none of 
the 'peculiar cystids or crinoids of the Ottawa area are known 
north of the head of Frobisher Bay, on Baffin Land. Here 
Poroc~inus shawi Schuchert occurs in Mohawkian strata. Po~ 
rocrinus conicus Billings is from the lower Trenton -6f the Ot~ 
tawa area. ' Po'rocrimts smithi 'Grant is from the Trenton of 
Belleville, Ontal-iq. ,Poroc1"imts kentuckiensis ' Miller and Gur-
ley is from the Curdsville member of the T1Ienton in central 
Kentucky. Poro'crinus pentagon1,1,('s ' Meek and Worthen is of 
stili older 'age', from the Platteville' beds of Illinois'. Ulrich 
" { ' . " , . . ' -. 
cites P(Jrocrinus from , the Decorah of Minnesota. (Geol. Min-
nesot~, vol. 3, Pal.~ Pt. 2, p. cxxiii, 1897.) , ',- , 
Recently 'Jaekel has referred the 'species formerly known as 
PorocrinuS radiatus B'eyricn, from the' 'Ordovician of the St. 
Peter~bu~g area, to a 'new"genus Perittocrinus: with 'Peritt'o: 
crinustransitor.'£rom the same are'a and horizon as a new SPl'l-
cies. Both species are f~om the ' Vag1.natenkallr or' Kunda for-
mat'ion" regard'eda's distinctly' oider than any part o'f the Mo-
hawkian~ F~om this ge~us Periitocrinus Jaekel regards Poio-
crinus as a possibie deriv~tive'. ' "" , ' 
The general distributfon of Ple1,f,rocystites, Porocrinus., Perii-' 
tocrinus, arid Ca~~bocrin~ suggests that they belong to a north-
ern, circumpolar : fauna, kno~ in North America during ,early 
Trenton times~ especially during Curdsville times', and the re-
~"!lrrence of these gEmera in the Lower Maquoke'ta of Iowa sug-' 
gests that here also ~e' have a northern 'invasion. ' " , 
In the description of species of Pleurocystites it has been 
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found convenient to use certain terms not in common use. The 
shoulders are the angulateparts of the outline of the theca 
formed by plates 12 and 14 at the terminations of pectini-' 
rhombs. The shoulder-angle is. the apical angle of the theca, 
formed by an extension of , the upper lateral outlines of this 
theca, above the shoulders. The lobes are the lateral exten-
sions of the theca below the level of the area of attachment of 
the ,theca to the column. The thecal ratio is found by ,dividing 
the greatest width of the theca by the height of that part of 
the theca which extends from the area of attachment to the col-
umn to the oral pole; in this measurement of the height, the, 
verticallieight of ,the lobes 'is not included. A similar ratio of 
width to height is worked out for plate 5 as the most valuable 
Tatio furnished by any single plate, since this is the plate mos~ 
frequently found well preserved in , spe'cimens otherwis,~ , in-
jured. 
The shape, prominence, and other features of tl:te pe'ctini~ 
rhombs often are characteristic. On the other 'hand,. the sur-
face ornamentation has been found extremely variab~e, e,ven 
in specimens belonging to the same species, and ,is r;~garded ,8:S 
of least diagnostic value, unlesssupport~d by other differences. 
, The, various, species here descriped , f;rom the Lower , Maq~qt 
keta of Iowa diff~r chiefly ,in their surface o~n~.menta~ion,; l;nl,t 
other differences apparently also may be I,l.ot~d. The di~cri­
mination of these ,spe~ies , ~~uld be regar4ed as mor~ .sati$fae,-, 
toJ;'y if mQre spe,cimens were. at hand, but, for: the :present,,a;t 
least, the rec,bgnition of ,several species among the material: 3t~ 
hand appears warranted. . 
1. PLE1JROCYSTITES BECKER! ' sp. noy., ,Plate XXXIII, figs'. 'i, (); 
'Plate XXXIV; figs. ' lA-D; Plate 'XXXl, fig. 12. " " . 
Type specimen.-Plate XXX;IIl, fIg. 1; 'Plate XXXIV, figs. 
lA, B, '(:), D); Plate L~i, fig. i2. ' .. ", ' 
Outline subquadrate, with a relatively ohtuse apical or shoul-
der angle, equa1ling' 95 degrees. 'Total height 01 theca above 
attachment area 34 mm.; height up to shoUlders 24 niin. The 
ratio of Width 'of theca to height is 0.80, the ' width at plat'es 8 
and i being 27 mm.; at plates ' 9 and 6 it 'is 26 mni..; 'and at 
plates '14 and 12 it is 25 mm. The ' l~ter~l ' margins' between 
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plates. !iLand:12, and betweenpJ.ateS' B and,14 are distinctly. c.on-
cave, thoUgib:, int.errupted by, an:gul5Ltions .. at plates 6 'and, 9', ., The . 
,lobes ' ~t :the:.base , of the the.oa' descend , a~out 2 !rnm, ,below the 
.attachmentl :al'ea" .The .lpbe; formed. ,by plates 2 and.' 7 is ,trun-
cated. at .aELangle of 50° Fith the ,vertical .line. , The :lobe 
formed. by plates 3 and 8 protrudes slightly beyond a rectangu- ' 
lar outline. "The angles .at the shoulders and lobes are rounded, 
rather than abrupt.. Plate 5 .has a height of 11.7 . rnm., and a 
width of. ~lL9 rum., The pectinirliomb ' -1-5 is elliptical in out-
line, and is elongated in a. direction parallel to the rhomb-folds. 
P.oie-field only mode:rately. smaller than the 'enti:re ·.pectinirhomb, 
and also of elliptical 'fOr:J;n; c,ontaining fourteen folds. Pectiriir-
homb 14-10 is kite-sb,aped in outline, 11.5 rnm. in le]1gth parallel 
~o the rhom1;>-folds, 7: illIIl .. in wi.dth ftt right angl~s to the folds, 
th~ ri,orresponding m~asl~rements for, the pore~field bej~g 6 and 
4.2 rnm. '~rhe greater part of both the pectinirhomb and of the 
pore:neld ,rests on ' plate 14. The , distal margin ,of. the pore~ 
field I~m plate . .14 i~ more broaaIy 'rounded than that on plate 
;. ,. , . 
,10 . .. , ~~ere. a:r;e twenty-one f9,lds. The pectinirhomb ' ?n plates 
,l1-12..als9. is )cite-.shaped,-. b'Q,.t with the narrow end pointing in 
'the oppq~ite direc/~ion. lts length and Width are approxi-
m~dely: 10 alld5 :rnni:,the corresponding dimensions of 'the p01'e-
field ' beillg 5.6 mnl: and .2, m,m. The greater part of the p,or~­
fi~lp. . rest,s , on" p~ate' 12 .. ' The~e are thirteen fDlds. " . , 
', 'The orname'ntation of 'the antanal side of the theca consists 
o{rh,o~bic fi~ids oi parallel ridges' bise~ted 'by sittures passing 
l;>r~tjWeen. opposite angles of the; ,rhombs, a~ right angles to the 
j.)'arallel ridges. Those. halves 'of > the fields which belong to the 
same plate form cuneate 'areas with their apices heading to-
)Vard the same ,center, and ,with their bases formed by the,vari-
ous sides bounding the .. plate .. ' !rhe ornamenting parallel ridges 
cross , the sutures approximl,ltely at right angles. '. On plate 5 
. about twelve or thirteeno~ jhese ridg~s oCCUI' iIi ,8. ~dth, of' 5 
mm. ' On the anal:side of plates ~2~ 7, 2,' p" 8, awl 14 the sur-
face ornamentation is granular;,Lput tltere is , ~ ,t~]1dency, on the 
part of these grallules to be arra,p.ged in p,~rallelllneF>' , 
, Thea,nal area, in conforwity wj.th the general ,ou.tline of, the ~};Leca, is l~,rge , ' and qu~~ranguiar, ~ith r.eiativ~ly :,~traigl;1t . 'la-
~fltal ,and. :bas.a.l sides ,'b,nt wiih , il , ~o:il:~e~ ' u.p:Q.er i0-q.tl\pe. The 
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anal opening protrudes 'acrossJ ,the , lowm- right angle of. . th(~ 
theca, viewed:from the anal: side; " Plates ·2 and 3 appear to hr~ 
represented by siRgle .plates; meeting".along the ' median lillO 
of the theca along a suture 1.7 mm in height. .Plates ,12, and 
14, ori the contrary, meet. along the'median line at'a suture only 
0.5 mm.in height. From the anal side, the plates surroUnding 
the anal area form a , border ranging .chiefly between 3 and 4 
mm. in width. The field .of the anal area is occupied by' nu-
merous small plates, chiefly hexagonal in outline and averaging 
about 0.8 mm. , in diameter. It is estimated that about 800 of 
these small plates were present within this ' area. ' Oi;tly a few 
patches of these 'plates remain, but within these patches the in,· 
dividualplates are clearly defined. .' , . ' 
The' pectinirhombs ' rise with a convex ,curvature above the 
general surface of the theca. The pore-field on plates 14-10 
rises 'only 0.5 to ' 0-7 mm. apove t~is ~urface. ' T~e rim 'of the 
pore-field rise,S but slightly above this nera, a1.ong some parts of 
the margin less than 0.1 nlm. ",' , 
. Second specimen (Plate XXXIII, Fig. 6).-This second spe-
cimen resembles the type very closely; although ce1CFa,in. differ", 
ences can be observed. The chief of these consists iu its .out-
o ~', " , • i'" , 
line. This outline, instead of being . ' §'jI~quadratic, is more 
nearly 'ovate in form, the theca narroWing ' ~istillctly, £:ro~ 20 
nim. between plate's 8 and 7 t9 15 mm: between t,he tips of the 
~edtinirhombs ' on plates 14 ' and 12; m,oreove:r, : the: a.pical . ?:; 
shoulder angle is distinctly more. acute;. equalling 80 deg?;ee::;;. 
C6nse~rue~~ly, . that p~rY?f t~e ~~rcr ~b,}ch . is ~bove the s~~ml­
de~~fo~s a greater part of. the totaJ he~ght of the th,e<?~., The e,~~~ation: of t~e ' p.~ctinirhombs ' }t~f)ttf~?I.YJ~~re, ; ~.b~upt and 
hlg~er, eq~~~l~ng l ;~ . . The ~f~~,~l~~~o~P .:~~, ~;8;t~~. ,1;5 has, 
ten fold~, th~t.on plates 14-10 : nas.)~v~n:t~~~" h~d~':ia~,.;l .th~t 
<?n plates 11-12 has twelve f~Jd~, ,; Qne. of the , ~r.~cpioles IS 
present, but,it is slightly sepatateq £r?m .,theJbp' 'Of the theca,. 
so thatits original I?oirit of attac¥ep.t, i.s· un,certain. ~he sur-. 
face ,or~ari1.entation is as in' the. ty,pe. On :th~ ana;l side the rim 
~f p'lah~s boraering on the anal ' area" also . l~ broaq, as in the 
type. .. " . ..,., .. ".. . . 
Locality and Horizon.~From C~~rmonf" Iowa, in: the .lower 
part 6£'the Maquoketa formation. . ' . 
./ 
I.:....-J. __ 
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Type specimen.-In the collection of A. G. Becker. 
Second specimen.-Specimen No. 16884, Field Museum of 
Natural History, Chicago, Illinois. Collected October, 1912, by 
A. W. Slocom. 
Third specimen.-An isolated plate 5, numbered 17001 in the 
Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago', Illinois, is' la-
belled as coming from Bloomfield, Iowa, in the lower part of 
the Maquoketa formation. Collected in October, 1912, by A. 
W. Slocom. 
2. . PLEUROCYSTITES SLOCOMI sp. nov., Plate XXXIII, fig. 5; 
Plate XXXIV, figs. 5A-D. . 
Outline of theca trapezoid ovate . . The, lower left margin of 
the theca slopes upward forming an angle of 25° with the hori-
zontal, and the lower right margi;n. slopes , u:pward' formin-g an 
angle of 35° with the horizontal. , t]he r.Sid~~ of" the theca are 
nearly straight but converge in · 8!1;1, ~itnW~itd direction, from . a 
width of 22.5 mm. between platesljlhand 7, to .,a width .of 18 
nun. between plates 14 .and,.1'2.::: ~T,:ke ! l apical . or . shoulder angle 
is 85°. The shoulder and l~) angles are relatively abrupt. ,To-
tal height of theca above akta'Clnnent ,area,about 31 mm.; height 
up to shoulders .21 qr .22 mm,·~, ·. Ratio of. broadest. width of theca 
to height 0.72; ,the corresPQnding ',r:atio. for plate 5 is 0.95, the 
wl,<jth being 10 mm., .and the length, 10.5 mm. The column ap-
parently 'has ;been displac~dslightly, hav,ing moved downward 
and toward the left. On the left side of the theca, viewed from 
the antanal side, the proximal part. of plate 3 ,forms. a lobe de-
sce:p.ding about the height of one columnal, Pectinirhombs as in 
~he preceding species, hut .ali are shorter in a direction parallel 
to the. rhomb-folds, and all .are more abruptly elevated above 
the general surface of the theca. · Pectinirhomb 1-5 is .5 mm. long 
and 2.5 .mm. wide ,; its pore-field being.2.5 .mm. long and 1.7 mm. 
wide; the numoer of folds being eight . . . Pectinirhomb 14-10 is 
8.5 mm. long~ parallel to the rhomb-folds, and 7. mm. wide; its 
pore-field is 4 nun. long and almost 5 mm. wide.; the number 
of folds being twenty-one. ' Pectinirhomb 11-12 is 8 mm. long 
and 4.5 mm. wide; its pore-field 'being 3 mm. long and almost 
3 mm. wide; the number of folds being twelve. While the 
sides of the pectinirhombs rise more abruptly than in the pre-
, 
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ceding species, the border surrounding the pore-field is equally 
low in' elevation . ) 
The 10wer left part of the antanal side is margin,ed by a 
, thick, prominent border, a corresponding bo.rder margining the 
left side of the theca as far up as the basal part of plate 19. 
The lower right side of the theca appears to have a fiat margin, 
and the border along the right margin is much less conspicu-
ous than that on the left. The rhomb-ridges are more' promi-
nent, fewer in number, and more widely spaced. In the rhomb-
field connecting the two upper pectinirhombs, the number of 
rhornb-ridges is nine in 'a wirlth of 5 :mm., 'a corresponding 
. number occurring along the upper left margin of plate 5. In 
some rhomb-fields the rhomb-ridges are more widely spaced. 
The rhomb-fields are separated by conspicuous radiate ridges, 
passi:r;tg from the umbos to the angles of the plates. The ra-
diate ridges are regarded as diagnostic features, distinguishing 
this species from the preceding. ' 
Of the column six segments or colummils remain. These 
narrow from a width 'of "6.8 mm. at the of the . coluniri. to 
3.8 mm. at its base, the distance being 8:5 nini. Within this 
distance 'the columnals all are of short height.' ' The columnals 
probably were tuberculated, 'but their' surface ornamentation is 
not well preserved. . ' , , 
'Locality ' and ' horizon.-From Clermont; Iowa, - in ' the ' lower 
part of the Maquoketa' formation. 
Type.--':"Specimen ,No. 16858, in the Field Museum ' of Nat~ 
utal History; Chicago, Illinois; colle'cted October~ 1912, by A; 
W. Slocom. ' 
3. ' PLEUROCYSTI'TE~ CLERMoNTEN~n~ sp. no~., :£l~te XXXIII, fig. 
7; PI~te ~XXIV, ,figs, 7 A,-D. , 
Outline ovate. The right m~rgin of tp,e speci.nle~ is missing, 
being cut ' a~ay by the ~leani~g tools; apparently this pa"rt wa~ 
not well prese!ve,d in th~ , matrix, Aff, far , as may be judged 
fro~n the ~pecimen in its prese~t ~tat~ it was wide~t between 
plates 8 and 7, appar,ently 18 mm., n~rrowing toward plates 
14 to 12, appa~ently to 1~.5 rrrr,n.; th,e ~picaJ or sh9ulder angl~ 
apparently is ,somewhere , near ,75 degrees., On tl1e le~t side 
of the theca, viewed , from the antanal side, the pJ;'oximal part 
I 
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, of the lobe' at the base of the theca descends the, height of two 
of the prominent columnals below the attachment area. The 
corresponding part on the right is not preserved. ' The' height 
of ,the thec:;!. from,·the' attachment area to the oral pole is, 22 
mID.; the height to the left shoulder is about 15 mm. Appar-
ently the ratio of width to height is about 0.82. ':I;he height of 
plate 5 is 7 mm. and its width is ' estimated at 6.5 1llID., giving a 
corresponding . ratio of 0.93. The lower left margin of the 
theca along plates 3 and 8 rises at an angle of about 45° above 
the horizontal, the angle at the m~ddle of .plate 8 being 95°. 
The angle at , plate 14 appears ; rather ,broadly rounded. The 
pectinirhombs, as far as known, are similar to those of the two 
preceding species. They are fully' as prominent as those ' of 
, , 
the second species ,her~ described, but the pore-fields are nar-
rower and more elongate. Pectinirho~b 1-5 is 4 mni.. ' lang ,and 
2.7 mm. wide,; its pore-field is 2 mm. long and scarcely 1 mm. 
wide; the number of folus is four. Pectinirhomp 14-10 is 7-
. mm~ long and 4 mm. wide; the number of folds is n.i:[~e or ten. 
Pectinirhomb 11-12 is missing al(mg with the remainder of the 
right margin of the theca. 
, ,In some respects tlie ornamentation of the antanal surface 
of this ,species resembles that of the preceding form. ' For in-
stance, in the heavy border along the lower margin of plates 3 
Rlld 8; in, the fairly heavy border along the left margin of the 
theca, and in the coarseness of the rhomb-ridges. ,In fact, 
the 'rhomb-ridges ar'e 'even coarser;' considering the size of the 
theca. Along: -the upper. left margin of plate,' 5 there are six 
rhomb-ridges in a width of 2.5 mm.~ or at the same rate ,as' 
e~evert in a width of 5 ,mm., but toward the left of the 'rhomb-
,field intervening ' between the ,unibos of plates 1, ' 5,' and 10 the 
rhomb-ridg~~ are ,;much :more distant from each other. The 
inostcharacterist~c, .featu.re of :this specie~~, contrasted with the 
p:r.e.c\'l({ing one, is the ab:;;ence of the r'adiate ridges which sepa-
Jiate the- rhom~fields. , Sufficient of the marginal border of the 
anal · area is exposed to indica~e ;that, the exterior edge of thi~ 
~€)rder, is " smooth, ~ut th8:~' th~ ;reIp-ainder is closely tllbercv,-
~~~ed. c" Th~ border is relativ:ely broad. ' 
),:Of the~qJumll a length of 15 mm. is preservEld. In"a length 
of 10 mIn. this column narrows from a djameter of 4 mm. at 
, 
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the attachment a~ea to 2.5 ~. at the 'seventh one of , the more 
prominent Mlumn~l~ . beneath this ~ lattachtnent area; Between 
these more · prominent columnals, .in .. ~ternate order, .. are six 
less . pron'riri.ent .. colnmnals whose upper and . lowe! margins are 
covered or telescoped by the adjacent margins .of the more 
prominent ones, so : that in case of the upper columnals but 
little :of the intermediate . less conspicuous ' columnals is . visible. 
Below the 10 . .rom. length of :collimn there is an additional 
length of 5.5 rom., consisting of eight columnals, only slightly 
alternating in. size, of which the lowest one has a diameter of 
2 rom. . Apparently the column diminishes ' abruptly in ·size 
near the theca, but gently at a greater distance, and · the tele~ 
scoping takes place only along the p.Foximal part of thecoluInr. . 
. The columnals are tuberculated. The uppermost columnal has 
only a smgle transverse row of tubercles, but the broader col-
umnals have additional tubercles above and below the more 
prominently elevated middle row. 
. Locality and horizon.-From Clermont, Iowa, in the lower 
part of the Maquoketa formation. 
Type specimen.-No. 16858B, Field Museum of Natur~l His':' 
tory, collected by A. W. Slocom, in October, 1912. -
4. PLEUROCYSTlTES sp., Plate XXXIII, fig. 4. . 
Outline. ovate ·triangular. Only the anal side of the theca i~\ 
exposed. That ·part. of the lower margin which is formed by . 
plates 3 and 8 curves downward until it ' reaches the level of the 
second prominent columnal below the attacliment area of the 
theca, and thence it. curves ,upward as far as. the corner formed 
. by the middle of the margin <;>f plate 8. This corner is nearly 
rectangular. From the corner formed by plate 8 to the shoul-
der which · is located ' a little above t~e distal end of the pec-
tinirho~b on plate 14; the lateral outline of the theca is 
straight. . On the opposite side of the theca the outline is more 
curved. The lower margin of the theca here curves only 
slightly below the level of the :uppermost promin~nt columnal,. 
and thence curves upward along plates 2 and 7, the angulation 
on plate 7. being rounded. From this angulation to the shoul-
der on plate .12. the outline is straight, but the angulation at 
the shoUrder' is rounded so that ' the general appearance along 
I . 
+. J 
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the side of the specimen formed by plates 2, 7, ,6, and 12 is 
that of convexity, while the outline along plates 8, 9, and 14 
is straight" with an angular base. The outline of the theca 
above the shqulders is rounded to such an extent that it is 
difficult to state what the apical or shoulder angle is, but it 
is estimated at 85°. The height of the theca above its attach-
ment area is 14.6 mm.; its height up to the shoulders is 11 mm. 
The width between plates 8 and 7 is 12 mm..; between the 
shoulders at plates 14 and 12 it is 7.5 mm..' 
At the apical part of the anal side, plates 12 and 14 at pre-
sent are separated a distance of 1.5 rom., and appear never 
to have met. Plate 18 is very much reduced in size, while plate 
19 is broaq.. 
The int~rior faces of the plates forming the antanal side of , 
the theca are marked , by hexagonal outlines about 0.5 to 0.7 
mm.. in diameter, as though a trace of the plates covering the 
anal area remained here. If that is the case tEen the antanal 
area was covered by about 250 plates, possibly more. 
Of the column a length of 15 mm. remains. In the upper 
I , 
4.5 mm.. of this lerigth the column narrows abruptly from 2.6 
mm. at the top to 1.8 mm. at the base of this length. This part 
includes six prominent co~umnals betWeen which intermediate 
columnals occur whose lower and upper edges are more or less 
telescoped by the adjacent edges of the more prominent' col-
umnals. Below this level the character of the column changes 
abruptly. The next two columnals are each 0.3 mm. in length 
and 1.5 mm.. in width. This is followed in a distal direction 
by columnals 0.7, 0.8, 1.2, 1.3; 1.5, 1.7, and 2 mm. in length, of 
which the last is scarcely 1 inm. in diameter; all of these longer 
columnals probably are produced by the coalescence of two or 
more columnals, as far as may be learned by the presence of 
a 'slight transverse annulation at or a little' above mid-length. 
Loca.lity and horizon.-From Dover township in Fayette 
county, the next township west of Clermont township, in which 
Clermont, Iowa, is located. In the Middle Maquoketa. 
Figwred 8pecimen.-Collected by A. G. Becker. 
5. ,PLEUROCYSTlTES MULTISTRIATUS , sp. nov., Plate XXXIII, figs. 
2, 3:; Plate ,XXXIV, figs., 2A-C. ,(Description by E. O. 
Ulrich and Eldwin Kirk.) 
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This is stratigraphically one of the latest known species of 
Pleurocystites, the possible exception being P. anticostiensis, 
the exact stratigraphic position of which is uncertain, to say 
the least. The species is well marked and is represented by 
a fairly well preserved individual. The upper two ranges of · 
plates; and ~he marginal plates on the left side are missing 
for the most part, but the nature of the theca is such that a 
very exact reproduction of the missing plates is possible. . 
As restored, the theca has a length of 36.8. rnrn. and a breadth 
of 27.2 mm. The greatest breadth lies in the plane passing 
through the angles formed by plates 7 and 8. The base of the 
theca on either side of the stern is flat for a short distance. 
The sides then turn abruptly upward, at a comparatively high 
angle, the change in direction taking place within · pla~es 2 and 
3. The restoration of the specjmen may err in that the lower 
left-hand 'part of the theca is 'given as approximately symmetri-
cal with respect to the opposite side. It is quite possible that 
the asymmetry developed on this side as the result of the pres- ' 
ence of the anal structure is quite marked, and that this part 
of the theca should be considerably produced. This direction 
is maintained until the upper portions of plat.es 7 and 8 are 
reached. Here the sides make another abrupt angle. The 
sides now converge very,slightly to the middle of plates 12 and 
14, where the rate of convergence is abruptly accelerated. As 
is s~ggested by the lateral depressions and· the intermediate 
flattened area, in the extreme distal portion of the theca, it 
seems probable that the theca ~nded in a blunt, rather square 
nose, as is indicated in the figure. The theca is more elevated 
and has greater relief than any other species of Pleurocystites 
known. The center of the theca is highly elevated while within 
the elevated a.rea itself, and lying between the three rhombs, 
is a somewhat depressed area. The slope to the margin from 
this elevated area IS quite abrupt onaH sides except toward 
the anterior and posterior ends. Just anterior to the angles 
formed by plates 12 and 14, and just. posterior to ' the angles ' 
formed by plates 7 and 8 are sharply defined lateral depres-
sions. A lateral view of the .theca, Plate XXXIII, figure 3, 
shows' a remarkable flexure in the marginal plates, . 
The ornamentation of this species consists of a complicated 
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series 'Of parallel striae. - Frem each face" and .'perpendicular 
te it,. num~r'Ous striae run back toward the. center {)f. thMplate. 
The sets 'Of lines fr'Om adj'Oining faces intercept : one artGther 
al'Orig lines -running from each angle t'O a c'Omm'On center. ',This 
, ' c'Ommon :center, in ' nQ case where it was 'Observed,: coincides 
with thl:l center 'Of the plate. On plates bearing rhombs, the 
p'Oint is at the apex 'Of the ,rhQmb. On 'Other plates,s'O, far as 
'Observed" the p'Oint, as menti'Oned ~b'Ove, is: excentric, .. a~d 'is 
l'Ocated in the p'OrtI'On 'Of the plate' nea;rest the margin 'Of 'the 
theca. 
Plates 1 and 4 are 'Of m'Oderate size. They have a c'Omni'On 
suture3.S mni. in height, and plate 1 has a maximunl ,lEmgth 
'Of 10.4' inm. Plates ' 2 and 3 are 'Of average size but are rela-
tively inc'Onspicu'Ous, 'Owing t'O the fact that 'they f'Ormthe b'Ot-
t'Om 'Of th~ p'Osteri'Or, lateral depressi'Ons that have been noted 
a bove. Plate 7 ,enters to a considerable extent int'O ' the, com-
position 'Of the dorsal side. ', On the ventral s:urface, plate 7 
'meets plate 11 at ab'Out the level of the top of-plate 5. , Plate 
5 ' is broader than long, ,the measurements being 13.4 mm. by 
12:6 min. The latera:! faces' of this plate are convex, and the. 
upper pair of faces are slightly concave. The l'Ower faces are 
straight. Plate 6 is notable 'chiefly as making the crest '0'£ 
the flexure , that is such a characteristic feature , of the margin' 
of this species. As is usual among the ' sp€cies of Pleurocy's~ 
tip.es, plate ' 11 'is ' llppreciably' smaJler than plate 10. The 
higher ranges of plates are not preserved. A notable feature ' 
, about the plates as a whole, is their unusual thickness and 
s'Olidity. \ The plates of Hie ventral surface are unlmown, ex':' 
cept for ,a few isolated 'patches along the margins: ' These 
patches are, made up of very small plates'. 
Rhomb 1-5' is elongate oval, the long axis, which lies perl. 
pendicular to the suture, measuring 5.6 mm. in length" while 
the short axis gives a measurement of 2.5-mm. There are 
fifteen slits in this rhomb. The raised area about the rhomb 
is diamond-shaped, ' with ,the long axis coinciding with that of 
the rhomb itself. , As in other species, , the portion' of ' the 
rhomb lying on plate 1 is greater ' than that ' on prate 5. , By , 
measurement, the portion on plate 5 has a length of 2.3 mm. 
and on plate 1 of 3.3 min. ' RJiomn 11-12 'is ' i,rregular egg-
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shaped in outline, having a measurement of 5.7 mm. at right 
angles to the suture by 3.6 mm. along the suture. The rhomb 
has eighteen slits. . In the long axis of this rhomb 3.9 mm. lie 
within plate 12 and 1.8 mm. within plate 11. The raised bor-
der surrounding the rhomb is irregular in outline, and variable 
in thickness, the general outline, however, being elongate kite-
shaped. Of rhomb 10-14 we have preserved only that part 
lying on plate 10. This gives a length of 5.4 mm. along the 
suture and a measurement of 3 mm. perpendicular to the suture 
for that portion preserved. There are twenty-six slits in the 
rhomb. The raised rim surrounding the rhomb is of moderate 
thickness, and seems to have been fairly regular in outline. 
It is probable that the rhombiferous area was nearly square, 
resembling the corresponding area of P. angularis. 
N one of the openings is known, owing to the poor preserva-
tion of the ventral surface. 
The stem, from a measurement made from .the proximal 
nodal, has a diameter of 6.6 mm. The nodals are marked by 
low, broad, smoothly-rounded and closely-set transverse ridges. 
gach of these ridges seems to have been formed by the conflu-
ence of two marginal tubercles. . The ornamentation of the 
cohmm is essentially similar to that of P. anticostiensis. The 
column so far as observed is composed of alternating narrow 
and wide ossicles. 
This species is not closely comparable with any other de-
scribed Pleurocystites. From P. anticostiensis, the only spe-
cies having approximately the same stratigraphic position, it 
differs in possessing a marked linear ornamentation, and in 
the character of · the rhombs. It is unquestionably the most 
strongly ornamentea species of the genus yet described. 
Horizon and lo cality.-Lower Maquoketa, two miles north-
west of Clermont, Iowa. 
Type.-The type and only known speCImen IS III the 
United States National Museum. 
PletIToC'ljstUes mtlltistriatus Ulrich and Kirk 
Plate XXXIII, fig. 2,. Dorsal view of ty.pe specimen x 3/2. 
Plate XXXIII, fig. 3. Lateral view of type specimen x 3/2. 
Plate XXXIV, fig. 2A. Lower half of rhomb 10·14, x 3. 
P late XXXIV, fig. 2B. Rhomb 11-12, x 3. 
Plate XXXIV, fig. 2C. Rhomb 1-5, x 3. 
Explanation of Plate XXIX . . 
Dendrocrinus kayi Slocom, page 335. 
Figs. 1-3. Anterior, posterior and lateral views of the holo-
type. x 3/2. 
Fig. 4. A column probably of this species. x 3/2. ColI. of 
A. G. Becker. 
Ectenocrinus raymondi Slocom, page 337. 
Figs. 5-7. Right lateral, posterior and left lateral views of 
the holotype. x 5/4. Walker Museum 24701. 
]~igs. 8, 9. Dorsal and lateral views of a portion of the 
arms, showing transverse grooves, pinnules and form of the 
arm plates. Greatly enlarged. 
Archaeocrinus obconicus Slocom, page 328 
Figs. 10, 11. Lateral and posterior view of the holotype. 
Natural size. Field Museum P.17106. 
Fig. 12. Basal view of the allotype. Natural size. 
Fig. 13. Lateral view of the allotype showing ornamenta-
tion of the plates. Enlarged 3 1/2 diameters. Field Museum 
P.11263. 
Porocrinus fayettensis Slocom, page 333. 
Figs. 14-16. Lateral, posterior and ventral views of the ho-
lotype. x 3/ 2. 'V"alker Museum 24700. 
Figs. 17-19. Lateral, posterior and ventral views of the al-
lotype. x 3/ 2. Fiield Museum P. 16841. 
Figs. 20, 21. Lateral and posterior views of one of the para-
types. x 4. Field Museum P .11262. 
Fig. 22. Fragment of a very large column. x 3/2. ]-'ield 
Museum P.11135. 
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Explanation of Plate XXX. 
Crinoid Column "AA"; page '341. 
Figs. 1, 2. Lateral and end views x 3/ 2. Walker Museum 
27042. 
Crinoid Column" Ac", page 342. 
Fig. 3. Interior of basal cup. 
Fig. 4. Side view of the upper part of the column showing 
the alternating columnals and the basal plates, three of which 
are attached. University of Iowa 3677. 
Fig. 5. View of section of column showing form of colum-
nals lower down on the column. 
Fig. 6. End view showing radiating lines and shape of ax-
ial canal. 
Fig. 7. View of the opposite side of fig. 5 showing the tran-
sition from fig. 4 to fig. 5. Field Museum 11264. Figures 3 
to 7 natural size. 
Crinoid Column" AB", page 341. 
Fig. 8. Side view of the largest specimen with infrabasal 
plates. Fig. 11 side view of longest specimen. x 3/ 2. Field 
Museum P . 11265. 
Fig. 9. Interior of basal cup. x 3/ 2. University of Iowa 
3684. 
Fig. 10. End view showing axial canal, radiating lines and 
granules. x 3/ 2. Walker Museum 24702. 
Maquoketocrinus ornatus Slocom, page 330. 
Figs. 12, 13. Basal and lateral views of the holotype. 
Field :Museum P. 16840. Enlarged 3 1-2 diameters. 
Porocrinus fayettensis Slocom, page 333. 
Fig. 14. Edge of a plate enlarged 16 diameters, showing 
the folding at the angles. University of Iowa 3676. Photo by 
Dr. H . E . Wilson. ' 
Heterocrinus ~ , page 339. 
Fig. 15. Attachment bases on Ol'thoceras. Field Museum 
P . 16934. ]Dnlarged 3 1/2 diameters. 
Figs. 16, 17. Large bases. Natural size. Field Museum P . ' 
16882. . 
Lichenocrinus minutus Foerste, page 353. 
Fig. 18. One of the paratypes attached to a plate of Cara-
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bocrinus, with Corynotrypa elegantula. Enlarged 3 1/ 2 dia-
meters. Walker Museum No. 27043. 
Fig. 19. The Holotype, attached to a Strophomena fl1tctuosa 
Foerste. Enlarged 2 diameters. Field Museum P. 16885. 
Atactocrinus 1 cohunnals, page 343. 
Fig. 20. A line of eight columnals of average size, showing 
variation in form. 
Fig. 21. End view of the upper columnal in fig. 20. 
Figs. 22, 23. End and side views of the most oblate colum-
nal observed. 
Figs. 24-27. End and side views of some of the larger col-
umnals. 
Fig. 28. Longitudinal section of a columnal. 
Figs. 29,30. End views of average columnals. 
Fig. 31. Fragment of a column, consisting of 6 lozenge-
shaped columnals, attached. All -Walker Museum 24704. En-
larged 1 1/2 diameters. 
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Explanation of Plate XXXI. 
Carabocrinus slocomi Foerste, page .350. 
Figs. 1-3. Three views of a fragment retaiiljng the basals 
and radials. From Clermont, Iowa; in Lower Maquoketa. 
Holotype; Museum of University of Iowa. No. 3686. Mag-
nified 3 diameters. 
migs. 6-8. Diagrams of the same figures, designating the 
plates . 
. Figs. 4-5. Two vievvs of a fragment retaining the infraba-
sals, and also parts of the basal and radial series of plates. 
From Clermont, Iowa; in Lower Maquoketa. Allotype ; in 
collection of A. G. Becker. 
Figs. 9-10. Diagrams of the same figures, designating the 
plates. 
Carabocrinus huronensis Foerste, page 345. 
Fig. 11. Diagram of plates of the type specimen. From 
the northern edge of Goat Island, directly east of the railroad 
bridge; in the lower part of the Trenton formation. In col-
lection of A. F. Foerste. 
Pleurocystites beckeri Foerste, page 359. 
Fig 12~ Anal side, showing traces of the minute plates cov-
ering the anal area. Type specimen. Anal side of fig. 1 on 
Plate XXXIII. 
Carabocrinus huronensis Foerste, pages 347, 349. 
Fig. 13. Ambulacral side of one of the arms. 
Fig. 14. Lateral side of another arm of the same specimen. 
Both figures magnified 6 diameters. From the northern edge 
of Goat Island, directly east of the rail oad bridge; in the 
lower part of the Trenton formation. In collection of A. F . 
Foerste. 
In the diagrams of Carabocrim&s, the following abbrevia-
tions are used; a, anterior; p. posterior; r, right; 1, left ; X, 
anal X plate; RA, radianal plate; S, supplementary plate; R, 
radial series of plates; B, basal series of plates; IB, infra-ba-
sal series of plates; the broken lines indicate the location and 
dIrection of the radiating ribs. 
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Explanation of Plate XXXII. 
Carabocrinus slocomi Foerste, page 350. 
:F'igs. 1, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14. Carabocrin~~s slocomi Foerste. 
Possibly figures 19, 20, also belong here. 
Carabocrinus slocomi costatus Foerste, page 353. 
Figs. 15-18, 21-25. Carabocrintts slocomi costatus Foerste. 
The figures cited above are those of the types of the variety. 
Possibly figures 2-6, 10, also belong here. 
Figs. 1-5. Radials, showing facets for articulation with bra-
chials, and the bordered grooves along their upper margins. 
Plate~ 2, 3 and 4 are imperfect along their lateral and lower 
margms. 
Fig. 6. Another plate from the same row as the radial 
series, but without a deep am bulacral notch; possibly an anal 
X plate. Basal part broken off. 
Fig. 7. An anal X plate. 
F.ig. 8. A radianal. 
Fig. 9. A basal; either right or left anterior, or left pos-
terior. 
Fig. 10. A right posterior basal, broken at the top. 
Figs. 11-19. Infrabasals; either one of the three anterior 
basals, or the right posterior one. 
. Figs. 20-25. Left posterior infrabasals. 22 is broken at the 
top. 
Figs. 26-30. Vascular markings on the inner surface of the 
infrabasals. 26, 30 are broken at the top. 
All of these plates were found near Clermont, Iowa, in the 
Lower Maquoketa. All figures magnified 3 diameters. 7, 8, 
9, 10 belong to the Field Columbian Museum at Chicago, Illi-
nois, and are numbered 7-9=P.18531; 10=P.18532. 
2, 3, 6, 15, 16, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30, belong to the Museum of 
the University of Iowa and are numbered 3687, 3688 and 3689. 
1, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 21,· 22, 27, 28, 29 belong to 
the collection of A. G. Becker. . 
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Explanation of Plate XXXIII. 
Fig. L Pleuroeystites beclmri Foerste, page 359. 
Lower left margin brol{en; outline restored there. .Mag-
nified 2 diameters. From Clermont, Iowa; ' in the Lower 
Maquoketa. From the collection of A. G. Becker. Holotype. 
The anal side ()f this specimen is figured on plate XXXI (fig. 
12). ;fhe plate diagram of the theca and the pectinirhombs are 
figured on plate. XXXIV (figs. 1 A-D ). 
Figs. 2, 3. Pleurocystites multistriatus Ulrich and Kirk, 
page 366. , 
The upper two ranges of plates and the left side of the 
theca are missing for the most part. Holotype. 2" ant anal 
view, magnified 3/ 2 diameters; 3, lateral view, magnified 
3/2 diameters. The pectinirhombs are figured on plate XXXIV 
(figs. 2A-C) . From two miles northwest of Clermont, Iowa, 
in the Lower Maquoketa. From the U. S. National MusetID1. 
Fig. 4. Pleurocystites sp., page 365. 
Anal side of a specimen, . not showing any of the plates 
covering the anal area. Magnified 2 diameters. From 
Dover township in F :ayette county, Iowa; in the Middle Ma-
quoketa. From the collection of A. G. Becker. 
Fig. 5. Pleurocystites slocomi Foerste, page 362. 
Antanal side of theca, with part of one of the brachioles. 
well preserved only along the central parts of the specimen. 
Magnified 2 diameters. From Clermont, Iowa; in the Lower 
Maquoketa. From Field Museum of "N" atural History; No. 
P.18529. The plate diagram of the theca and the pectini-
rhombs are figured on plate XXXIV (figs. 5A-D) . 
Fig. 6. Pleurocystites beckeri Foerste, page 359. 
Antanal side of theca, with part of one of the brachioles. 
Magnified 2 diameters. From Clermont, Iowa, in the Lower 
Maquoketa. From Field Museum of Natural History; No. 
16884. 
Fig. 7. Pleurocystites clermontensis Foerste, page 363. 
Antanal side of theca, with all of the right margin indis-
tinctly preserved. Magnified 2 diameters. From Clermont, 
Iowa, in the Lower Maquoketa. From Field Museum of 
Natural History; No. 16858. The plate diagram of the theca 
and two of the pe(ltinirhombs are figured: on plate XXXIV 
(figs. 7 A, C, D). 
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Explanation of Plate XXXIV. 
Pleurocystites beckeri Foerste, page 359. 
Pleurocystites multistriatus Ulrich and Kirk, page 
Pleurocystites slocomi Foerste, page 362. 
Pleurocystites clermontensis Foerste, page 363. 
The numbers of the figures on this plate correspond to those 
used on plate XXXIII. The pectinirhombs are magnified about 
3.7 diameters. In all figures A represents pectinirhomb 14-10; 
B represents pectinirhomb 11-12, and C represents pectini-
rhomb 1-5. In figure 1D the plates of the antanal side are 
numbered in accordance with the system used by Dr. F . A. 
Bather of the British Museum of Natural History. 
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